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ABSTRACT

,' T report describes the results of a Joint Services Evalua-

tion conducted in the Spring and Summer of . 964 on the first full-scale
model of the Wire-Grid Lens HF Antenna, constructed by-*" for the

FAA at their International Flight Service Receiver Station at Molokai,
Hawaii. The evaluation was carried out by TRG and their subcontractor,
SRI, in cooperation with NRL personnel working under the overall super-

vision of e FAA. Representatives from the Army, Navy, Air Force,

and the AA both witnessed the tests and participated in their planning.
The res to of a previous, more limited evaluation are described in the
previoUesly issued Final Report, Volume I.

S-. Th. lens employs a novel focusing medium consisting of two

wire grids, one above the other, whose wave slowing or refract:ve

characteristics are to first order independent of frequency... This

property makes the lens inherently capable of operation over very

wide bandwidths. The basic refractive profile and circularly sym-

metric form of the lens are similar to the well known L.uneburg lens.

As a consequence, the Wire-Grid HF Lens is in focus with wvaven

arriving from any asimuth direction.m By locating feeds at many

different points on the lens circumference, it becomes equivalent

to many highly directive broad-band antennas pointed in many dif-

ferent directions,

During the evaluation SRI and NRL made an oxtensive series

of airborne pattern measurements on the lens, the FAA station rhornbi.,

and several reference antennas using the SRI airborne pattern measuring

equipment, These data were later reduc'd by SRI with aid of a computer

to the form presented in this report, These patterns demonntrate thea predicted directivity and beam forming properties of the lens at ol,

azimuth angles over its 3 to 30 Mc design frequency banff, which ;rip

comparable to those of the station rhombics over the N to 2% Me htitid

*,4ch c4 which operates over i more rostricteld frquetiy band,



Error-count measurements were also made on received
messages by NRL over a period of five months using both FAA and
NRL developed equipment. These measurements showed that the
lens and the rhombics both had low bit error counts and were esse.
tially equivalent in their ability to receive operational traffic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preliminary Evaluation

The Wire-Grid Lens Antenna at the FAA Receiver Station
on the Island of Molokai, Hawaii, was completed in the Summer of
1963, and is the first full-scale antenna of this type ever built.
Shortly after completion in the Fall of 1963, a preliminary e% lluation
of the lens was conducted by TRG. The results of this evaluation are
described in Vclume I of the Final Report on this projectI and in FAA
Report No. RD-64-38. 2 During this evaluation, its radiation patterns
were measured by recording the signals received at the lens from a
transmitter mounted in a jeep which was located at various azimuth
positions in the far field of the lens. These patterns were somewhat
perturbed by the varying (with azimuth) ground-wave propagation
characteristics between the lens and the jeep. Nevertheless, the
measurements demonstrated the predicted beam-forming properties
of the lens over a major part of the 3 to 30 Mc design band.

The utility of the lens as a direction finder was also investi-
gated by recording the signals received on a pair of adjacent feeds,
spaced approximately ten degrees apart, as the ground-based trans-
mitter was located in the far zone at various known azimuth bearings
between these feeds. It was found that both the amplitude ratio
(measured in decibels) and the phase difference in the signals received
on the feeds were linear functions of the transmitter position. This
property of the lens 3 , 4 has subsequently been utilized by the Air Force
to construct a direction-finding version which is located at the RADC
Clark Hill test site near Rome, New York. A detailed evaluation of
this direction-finding installation is now being carried out by the Air
Force.

A limited number of measurements were also made of the
communications traffic error rates on the lens and station rhombics
when receiving the same operational frequency signals from a trans-
mitter keyed in a known repetitive pattern. It was found that with opera-
tional traffic in the 11 to 23 Mc band the measured error rates for the
lens were essentially the same as for the rhombics.

1. 2 Joint Services Evaluation

Because of the potential utility of the Molokai Wire-Grid
Lens HF Antenna as an HF receiving and direction-finding antenna,
a Joint Services Evaluation was conducte-1 in the Spring and Summer
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of 1964 to more precisely determine its radiation patterns and to
compare, over an extended period of time, the traffic error rates
on the lens with those of the station rhombics. The results of this
evaluation are presented in this report.

This evaluation was carried out under the overall supervisi
of representatives from the Systems Research and Development Se_-
of the Federal Aviation Agency, with technical assistance being pro'
by TRG. The planning of the evaluation was done by representative
from a number of government agencies including not only the FAA,
also NRL, Bureau of Ships, Headquarters Naval Communications,
Army Electronics Command, and the U. S. Air Force (RADC). Re1 .
sentatives from NRL provided on-site supervision and direction du?-
the evaluation. The radiation patterns were measured by Stanford
Research Institute using an airborne transmitter circling the lei, ,

later reduced by SRI with the aid of high-speed digital computers to
form shown in this report. The NRL team assisted in the recordin,'
the pattern data. In addition, they also made numerous measureme
of the traffic error rates over an extended time period using techn:_
developed by the FAA and NRL.

1.3 Design Performance Characteristics

The principal design performance characteristics for +he VW
Grid Lens Antenna specified in the contract executed with TRG on Ju
1962 are as follows:

Frequency Range 3 to 30 Mc

Polarization Vertical

VSWR 2. 5:1 maximum

Directive Gain (over 3 Mc - 8 db minimum
Isotropic) 10 to 30 Mc - 16 db minit

Azimuthal Main Beamwidth 3 Mc - 30 degrees minimi
(half power points) 10 Mc - 15 degrees minin

30 Mc - 10 degrees minin

Vertical Main Beamwidth 50 degree maximum at 3 1
(half power points) 25 degree nominal at 10 1v

Vertical Uptilt of Main Beam Between 0 and 10 degrees
nominal

Minor Lobes Above 10 Mc at least - 15

Impedance Level 70 ohms nominal

Transmission Lines Low-loss coaxial cable
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Power Handling Capability Receiving application

Operational Environment 100 mph wind, without ice.

1. 4 Optimized Feeds

Subsequent to the Joint Services Evaluation, a program was
initiated to develop optimized feeds for the Molokai Wire-Grid Lens
Antenna. The results of this program, which has been completed,
are rcported in Appendix C and in Reference 5.
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2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLES OF
OPERATION OF THE WIRE-GRID LENS

The Wire-Grid Lens consists of a pair of circular grids of
wire, 600 feet in diameter, suspended one above the other. Surround-
ing the lens is a concentric structure, also made of wire and supported
by means of cables and tall poles, known as an electromagnetic horn.
The purpose of the horn, which increases the diameter of the total
structure to 850 feet, is analogous to that of an old-fashioned ear
trumpet. It intercepts the power contained in a broad area of the
wave front of the arriving radio wave, concentrates it in the verticalw direction, and channels it into the lens--the space between the two
grids. As the wave travels through this space, a focusing action takes
place that causes the wave, initially a plane wave, to converge on aI1 focal point at the perimeter of the lens opposite the side from which
the wave entered. This process is illustrated schematically in Fig.
2. 1. At this focal point, where the power concentration is approxi-
mately 1)0 times greater than in the free space arriving wave, a
signal output coupler is placed and connected by coaxial cable to the
"receiver

As an antenna, the Wire-Grid Lens has the unique feature that
it can concentrate many waves from many different directions and at
many different frequencies simultaneously. Thus, an output coupler
placed at the West point of the lens circle will respond strongly to
signals arriving from the East and discriminate against signals arriving
from other directions, while at the same time a coupler at the South
point of the lens circle will detect signals from the North and dis-
criminate against other signals. The FAA lens at Molokai has been
equipped initially with seven output couplers to receive signals from
San Francisco, Anchorage, Tokyo, Wake Island, Sydney, the Fiji
Islands, and Samoa. As many as thirty-six couplers could be installed
if required. Each would have its own highly directive receiving pattern
and all could operate simultaneously. However, this report covers
performance data recorded for a seven-feed configuration.

Operation of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna depends strongly on
two principles of relatively recent invention. The first of these is
due to the late Dr. R. K. Luneburg who was professor of optics at
Brown University. Professor Luneburg invented the general concept
of the lens, known subsequently as the Luneburg lens, which has a
circular cross-section (rather than the more familiar lenticular
cross-section found in the lenses of eye-glasses, cameras, telescopes,
and other optical devices) and which will bring to a focus waves falling
on it from any direction.
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The second important invention is due to Dr. R. L. Tanner

o± TRG-West. Dr. Tanner showed that a radio wave traveling between

two wire grids can be refracted or bent in a manner analogous to the
bending of light waves traveling through glass. Reducing the spacing

between the grids causes a slowing of the speed of travel of the radio
waves in a manner completely analogous to the slowing of light waves
produced by increasing the optical density of the glass. Invention of

the wire-grid refractive medium enabled the realization of the Luneburg
lens at radio communication .:requencies.

Refraction or bending of a wave occurs because of the slowing
of the wave in the refractive medium. The manner in which wave
slowing is utilized to produce the focusing effect of the Luneburg lens
is illustrated in Fig. 2. 2. The dotted circle outlines the periphery

of the lens. The plane wave, approaching the lens from the top, is
characterized by wave fronts which are straight lines external to the
lens and perpendicular to the direction of travel. As the wave enters

the lens, that portion of the wave traveling in the lens is slowed, with

the part of the wave passing through the center being slowed most.
Those parts of the wave front which experience most slowing lag

behind the rest, producing a curvature in the wave front. This curvature
increases as the wave progresses through the lens so that by the time

the wave has traversed the entire lens the wave fronts have been trans-

formed from straight lines into circles converging on the focal point.
All the wave energy contained in a channel equal in width to the entire

lens is now concentrated in the small area at the focus.

To achieve its all-angle focusing characteristic, the Luneburg

lens requires maximum wave slowing at the center where the wave

travels only 70 percent as fast as in free space. The slowing diminishes

smoothly in all directions from the center, so that at the edges the wave

velocity is the same as in free space.

In the Wire-Grid Lens this varying wave slowing characteristic

is achieved by adjustment of the spacing between the grids. At the
center of the lens circle the grids, which have a mesh size of five
feet, are only seven inches apart. Moving out from the center, the

spacing is increased gradually so that at the edges of the lens the two

grids are separated by twelve feet.

The low-frequency limit of operation of the lens occurs (1) when

its diameter measured in terms of wavelength becomes less than approxi-

mately two wavelengths so that significant focusing action cannot occur,

and (2) when the horn height, also measured in terms of wavelength,

becomes less than approximrately one-third wavelength so that it is no
longer well matched to space. The high-frequency limit occurs when

the size (in this case five feet) of the square.mesh comprising the lens

becomes greater than about one-sixth wavelength.
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF WIRE-GRID LENS

Figures 3. 1 through 3.6 are photographs of the Wire-Grid
Lens in Molokai whizh permit a visualization of its construction.
Figure 3. 1 is an aerial view showing the lens to the right and the
station receiver building to the left. Also visible in the photograph
are the poles of a few of the rhombic antennas installed at the
station. Figure 3. 2 is another aerial view from a lower altitude.
On close examination, the wire grids composing the lens can be
discerned.

Figure 3.3 is a view of the lens from underneath and near
one edge. The construction and support of the compression ring
truss which, in turn, suports the grids of the lens, can be seen in this
photograph. The truss is composed of upper and lower chord rings,
fabricated from special aluminum extrusions, tied together by diagonal
web members of impregnated timber. The upper grid of the lens is
carried by the upper chord ring and the lower g-.id by the lower chord
ring. The depth of the truss, which determines the spacing of trte grids
at the edge of the lens, is twelve feet. Another feature of the lens,
visible in the photograph of Fig. 3.3, is the satellite wires of the grids.
For electrical reasons, it would be desirable to have the grids at the
edge of the lens spaced a distance even greater than twelve feet. A
greater spacing than this cannot easily be accommodated structurally,
but the equivalent electrical effect is achieved by paralleling each ot
the principal wires of the grids by a satellite wire. These satellite
wires are installed only in the outer forty feet of each grid. The
distance between the main grid wires and their satellite wires varies
in this region from zero at the inner edge o, the region, where the
satellite is connected to the principal wire, to two and one-halt feet--
or half the mesh size--at the outer edge of the lens.

Figure 3.4 is a view across the lens in which the wires of
both the upper and lower grids are clearly distinguishable. Also visible
are several of the impregnated wood spacers which maintain the proper
spacing bebween the grids.

Figure 3. 5 shows a portion of the upper horn surface which
consists of radial wires attached to a cable stretched between the tops
of the tall outer poles. Joining the radial wires are short lengths of
transverse, or circumferential, wires. These provide required paths
for circumferential currents, and are installed only in the inner thirty
percent of the horn. Installing the circumferential wires in staggered
rows as shown imparts a flexibility and elasticity to the completed
panel which facilitates handling and installation. Figure 3.6 shows a
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portion of the completed horn, in which both the upper and lower
horn surfaces are visible. As indicated previously, the upper horn
surface extends between the upper chord ring of the truss and a
support cable stretched between the tops of the outer poles. The
lower horn surface extends between the lower chord ring and a
similar cable stretched between the outer poles at points seven
feet above the ground.
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4. DESCRIPTION OF ANTENNA SITE AND LOCATION
OF TEST ANTENNAS

The FAA Receiver Station on the Island of Molokai, Hawaii,
is located on the North side of the Island as shown in Fig. 4. 1. The
site is generally gently rolling red soil covered with grass on which
cattle graze. The rhombic antennas on the site are mounted parallel
to the ground so tiat most of them are tipped slightly from the hori-
zontal. The lens is also mounted parallel to the ground and is tipped
approximately three degrees from the horizontal.

The land beneath the lens and immediately adjacent to it is
quite smooth. However, at a distance of approximately one mile to
the North, the land drops precipitously nearly 400 feet to the ocean.
To the East the ground rises smoothly to a large knoll, while to the
West and Southwest, at a distance of about one-half mile, there is a
deep gully. These variations in ground elevation have an appreciable
effect on the patterns, as can be seen from an inspection of the patterns
of the various lens feeds in Appendix B and the summary pattern data
in Sec. 6. 6. Another perturbing influence on the patterns is the
presence of the approximately 100-foot long vertical counterweight
cables of the nearby Sydney and Samoa rhombics which are parallel
to the incident vertically polarized electric field received by the lens.

Besides the station rhombics, several auxiliary antennas were
used at the receiver site during the evaluation, and their locations are
also shown on the map. One of these is the Rawin AN/GMD-13 Weather
Balloon Tracker, which was used to track the airplane towing the
Xeledop transmitter during the pattern tests (see Sec. 6. 2. 2). Another
was the double dipole array (see Sec. 7.3) which was used as a gain
standard antenna. A third was an approximately 15-foot high NRL-
furnished monopole, mounted over a radial ground which was used as
a reference antenna. The fourth was a monopole mounted above the
upper grid in the lens center. This monopole, which was used as a
reference antenna during the preliminary evaluation, was not used
in this Joint Services Evaluation.

The fifth antenna used during the evaluation was the Wire-Grid
Lens Antenna operated as an ornniasimuthal biconical antenna. For
this mode of operation, connection was made to the center of the lens
by means of a coaxial line. The outer shield of the coaxial line was
connected to the lower lens grid. The extended center of the coaxial
line was connected to the upper lens grid through a 1, 000-ohm isolating
resistor which decoupled the omniazimuthal feed from the other directive
feeds, thus preventing their patterns from being distorted by the omni-
azimuthal feed.
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Each of the seven operational traffic circuits at the FAA
Receiver Station has two rhombics spaced several thousand feet
apart to service it in space diversity. The rhombics on the San
Francisco, Sydney, and Wake circuits consist of nests of three
rhombics. The outside member of each nest is mounted on 120-
foot poles, while the poles of the smaller members are propor-
tionally shorter. Each of the rhombics in a nest can be operated
separately to cover a 3/1 bandwidth. Using the three rhombics,
the HF frequency range is covered in three overlapping bands.
In each nest, the A rhomL-c operates over the 3 to 10 Mc frequency
band, the B rhombic over the 6 to 18 Mc frequency band and the
C rhombic over the 9 to 27 Mc frequency band. The maximum
length of the A rhombics is 1, 550 feet, while their maximum
width is 430 feet. The rhombics on the Samoa, Anchorage, Tokyo
and Nandi-Canton circuits consist of nests of two rhombics and
cover a more limited frequency range. The maximum length of
the lowest frequency rhombics in these nests is 1, 125 feet and
their maximum width is 320 feet. These rhombics are mounted on
90-foot poles.

Seven feeds were installed in the Wire-Grid Lens HF Antenna
so that it could receive from the same directions as the station
rhombics. The azimuthal positions of these feeds within the lens
are shown in Fig. 4. 2 together with the bearings of the various
transmitting stations.
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Fig. 4. Z Feed Locations in the Lena Antenna
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5. LENS FEEDS AND THEORETICAL AZIMUTH PATTERNS

The theory of operation of the initially installed feeds in the
Molokai Wire-Grid Lens Antenna which were used during the Joint
Services Evaluation has been described in detail in References 1
and 2. Briefly, each feed consists of two end-fire arrays connected
in parallel. Each extends from the edge of the lens towards the
center, a distance equal to one-fourth the lens radius , or 75 feet,
as illustrated in Fig. 5. 1. The particular end-fire array used in these
feeds is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5. 2 and consists of a trans-
mission line, commonly calleJ a ramp, running diagonally fro-.n the
outer edge of the lens at the lower grid to the three-fourths radius
point on the upper grid. Dipoles running vertically from the upper
to the lower grids at each end of the ramp are excited through the
networks indicated at either end of the ramp to carry currents having
the magnitude and phase indicated in the figure. As shown in References
1 and 2, this array is equivalent to a traveling wave array of magnetic
dipoles or loops and has a null at right angles to the plane of the array.
This feature of the array is particularly advantageous because it
minimizes the excitation of the higher order circulating azimuthal
modes within the lens, thus minimizing the side lobes of the radiation
pattern, particularly at the low-frequency end of the band.

At the low-frequency end of the band, the spacing between the
two arrays in a feed is so small in terms of wavelength that it is
electrically equivalent to a uingle array located halfway between them.
However, at the high-frequency end of the band the spacing between
the arrays is an appreciable fraction of a wavelength and the pair of
arrays in the feeds has a much narrower azirvtth beamwidth (within
the lens) than a single array located halfway between the two arrays
would have. Therefore, thinking ol the antenna as a trans1nitter for
the moment, the aperture of the lens is illuminated only over its
central region by this feed at the high end of the band. Thus, the
azimuth beamwidth, which by reciprocity is th6 same for transm; •sion
and reception, is greatly increased over the value it would have if the
feed consisted only of a single array. This increase in azimuth beam-
width at the high end of the band enables the lens to be receptive to
sky-wave signals deviating from the great circle path, by more than
would be possible f-om the use of a single array feed,

The ramp used in these feeds consists of a pair of wires having
a varying center-to-center spacing that are capacitively loaded by
metal strips attached to the ramp wires and wooden struts used to
position the ramp wires. The center-to-center spacing of the wires
in the ramp and tha size of the capacitive loading elements are adjusted
to maintain the characteristic impedance of the ramp constant at 190
ohms and the average propagation velocity of a wave on the ramp
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constant at a value equal to that of a wave propagating between the
grids. A drawing of the ramp element used in these feede is shown
in Fig. 5.3.

The phasing networks used .o establish the currents in the
end dipoles are shown in Fig 5 4.

Since the feeds for the Moloka.' Wire-Grid Lens w"re designed,
the electromagnetic behavior of the lens has been analy;d in consid-
erably more detail on various contracts. 6, 7, 8, 9 As a result of these
studies, it is now possible to predict the various properties of the lens,
such as pattarns, directivity, and efficiency, with considerable accuracy.
Using these sophisticated analyses, the patterns and feed efficiency of
the lens have been calculated taking into account mutual coupling amcng
all elements of the feeds.

The theoretical azimuthal patterns of the lens are shown in
Fig. 5. 5 computed for the case that the lens is mounted over a flat
earth with a conductivity of 5 x 10-3 mhos per meter and a relative
dielectric constant of 15. Fach of these patterns is a conical cut taken
at the calculated elevation angle e corresponding to the peak of the
main beam. These patterns have a 3-db beamwidth varying from 24
to 7 degrees and acceptably low minor lobes over the complete 3 to
30 Mc band, except at the low end of the band where the minor lobes
are 3ornewhat higher than desirable.

The theoretical feed efficiency which is shown in Fig. 5. 6
is seen to be quite low. The principal reason for this low efficiency
is that the networks, shown in Fig. 5. 4, used to establish the proper
dipole currents contain resistive elements.
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6. MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERNS

6. 1 Introduction

This section describes an important phase of the Joint Services
Evaluation to measure the radiation patterns of the Wire-Grid Lens
Antenna (designed to operate from 3 to 30 Mc) and various reference
antennas located at the FAA receiver station Molokai. These measure-
ments were made over the 2 to 35 Mc band to test not only the in-band,
but also the out-of-band performance of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna.
The patterns were measured by Stanford Research Institute under
subcontract to TRG by towing a special transmitter (the Xeledop )
in circles around the site at various elevation angles. The trans-
mitter position as well as the signals received by the antennas being
tested were recorded simultaneously by Stanford Research Institute
personnel and Naval Research Laboratory personnel. Later, SRI

scaled these data into punched cards and plotted them as stereo-
graphic contour maps, each showing the antennas's response to one
frequency and polarization. From these contour plots some of the
more conventional polar cuts and elevation cuts were generated.

6.2 Flight Tests

6.2.1 Xeledop Transmitter

The heart of the measuring system is the Xeledop trans-
mitter. On a cycle of about 1. 5 seconds, it pulses through four
to eight selected frequencies between 2 and 35 Mc. The electronics
and batteries are contained in the central sphere as shown in Fig. 6. 1.
The arms extending out from the sphere are fed as a balanced dipole

antenna whose total length is always less than X/2.

The Xeledop can be towed to radiate either horizontally
polarized (E+) or vertically polarized waves (EG) . The electrical
symmetry of the Xeledop is such that its radiated polarization depends
only upon its physical orientation. The fins and drag cone shown in
Fig. 6. 1, with changes in weighting, assure horizontal or vertical
orientation in flight to within a few degrees. Reflections from the air-
craft are effectively eliminated by towing the Xeledop 250 feet below
and behind the plane with a dielectric rope. It has been confirmed--

An acronym denoting transmitting elementar/,, dipole with optimal
polarization.
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Fig. 6. 1 Xeledop Configurations for Vertical
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by movies of the device in flight and antenna null measurements--
that the cross-polarized component radiated is down at least 25 db
for either Xeledop orientation. Because all the hardware was designe,
to be electrically identical for towing vertically and horizontally, the
transmitter power outputs do not change with change of polarization.
Hence, in either polarization the device very closely approximates a
theoretical elementary dipole source, allowing direct and valid
comparisons between the E+ and E9 antenna patterns and gains,

6.2.2 Aircraft Guidance and Tracking

In addition to the Xeledop transmitter, the aircraft carries a
small beacon transmitter and a modified transponder unit. Both are
used for position information, the beacon being tracked by ground
equipment to provide azimuth and elevation angles for data reduction,
and the airborne transponder working with a similar unit on the ground
to indicate slant range for the pilot's information.
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The ground tracking unit is a Rawin AN/GMD-IB Weather
Balloon Tracker, referred to as the GMD operating at a frequency
of 1, 688 Mc. It uses a steerable dish antenna to follow the aircraft
beacon transmitter, and it prints, on adding mazhine paper, the

azimuth, the elevation, and a sequence number (called the GMD Time)
every six seconds. Since the angles recorded by the GMD are used
later, along with the plane's altitude, to compute the Xeledop's posi-
tion in space, the accuracy of the GMD is highly important. This
accuracy- -checked with a built-in optical transit--is more than
adequate (less than 0. 3-degree error in each angle) in all cases but
one, that of elevation angles less than 6 to 8 degrees. At these low
angles, ground-reflected rays from the beacon are as strong or
stronger than the direct ray, so the tracker does not measure the
elevation angle consistently or correctly. The azimuth readings,
however, remain accurate. In the case of those low angles, the
radius of the pilot's orbit is assumed--for data reduction--to be
known (an average of actual ranges calculated from runs at higher
elevation angles), rather than computed exactly from the elevation
angle and the aircraft altitude. It is interesting to note that the
GMD was not affected by the maze of lens and rhombic wires at the
Molokai antenna site.

The transponder system ai'ls the pilot in flying accurate
orbits, permitting operation without ground reference points (as
above water or a cloud deck). This system (termed the Pilot's
Deviation Indicator or PDI) measures the slant range between air-
craft and ground site and continuously displays to the pilot, on a meter,
deviations from a pro-met slant range. The result is a left-or-right
indication showing the pilot how well he is maintaining his orbic.
Although the measured ranges are not recorded for use in data reduction,
the PDI serves two vital functions:

(1) It allows the assumption, of a perfect orbit for the reduction

of low-angle data, as noted above,
(2) By improving the pilot's orbits, it provides more nearly

constant elevation angles, go that all the angles desired
can be covered without redundancy, and no gaps will
appear in the contour plots for lack of data at some angles.

Cross checks between the actual aircraft flight paths and the
desired paths, made with and without the PDI, have shown that the
PDI is very helpful, reducing range variations at a 5-mile radius from
about a mile tc less than a tenth of a mile.

To find the aircraft position in space, a third parameter is
required, besides azimuth and elevation or slant range. The aircraft's
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altitude has been chosen for this, because a pilot can normally ho.>4
an assigned altitude with sufficient accuracy (*50 feet) uz .ng his
standard barometric altimeter. No continuous recordings are made
of altimeter readings; the altitude is assumed to be held cor"stant at
the desired value during any given run.

For this measurement program, the various elevation
angles to be measured were obtained by increasing the aircraft alti-
tude from one orbit to the next, using the same slant range with a
total of nine data orbits to cover the 3 to 55 degree range for vertical
polarization flights and four to five orbits in the limited 5 to 30 degrer,
range for horizontal polarization. The slant ranges were chosen tc
exceed ZDa /% for the lens antenna aperture. For the extreme of the
frequency range (35 Mc) the slant range should have been at least 5
miles. Since the aircraft's operating ceiling was 21, 000 feet, the
range had to be reduced to measure high elevation angles. During "h',
actual measurements, the range varied from 4 to 8. 5 miles. The
ravnge was never less than D 2 /X, however, so the amplitude errors
introduced by the reduced ranges should have been less than a few per
cent1 0 and thus are negligible.

6. 2. 3 Receiving and Recording Technique

Patterns on the Anchorage, Nandi-Canton and Sydney lens
feeds and double dipole reference antenna were recorded simultane-
ously by SRI using the receiving recording system shown in Fig. 6. 2.
Pattern data were also simultaneously recorded by NRL personnel
utilizing additional multicouplers and strip recorders on the San
Francisco lens feed, the reference monopole, the lens excited at
its center to operate as a biconical antenna, and the FAA San Francisc
rhombics4A, 4B and 4C. A system similar to that shown in Fig. 6. 2
was used for the NRL recorded data. The dotted line indicates the
measurement terminals and the point of calibration for both the SRI
and NRL recorded data.

Each test antenna looked into a standard load (within 1. 5 to i
VSWR referred to 50 ohms) at this point; the voltages recorded across
these loads were the primary relative-gain information (see, for examr
Fig. 7. 2). These measurement terminals led to multicouplers which,
in turn, fed AN-R390A/URR receivers, one for each antenna at each
measurement frequency. For most of the antennas, the AGC outputs o
the resavers were used to drive the pens of the multichannel strip-
chart recorders. The AGC circuitry within the receivers had been
modified to extend their logarithmic response characteristics at low
signal levels to give a useful dynamic range of about 100 db. Since
these recorders could display only 40 db of change without sacrificing
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amplitude resolution, push-button attenuators were used before each
receiver. The operators set these attenuators to keep the input
signals within the recorder response range. Since the minimum
attenuator step size is 10 db, errors occurring in 'ield marking or
later handling of these settings could be readily detected during the
data-reduction process.

For the Nandi-Canton feed patterns a Visicorder was used
to record the signals. However, the impedance of the AGC was too
high to drive the galvanometers. Therefore, it was necessary to
generate a 3-kc tone with the receiver's beat-frequency oscillator,
rectify and filter the audio output, and use it to drive the galvano-
meters. The resulting signals were noisier than the AGC outputs;
an ambiguity was thus introduced into the sca]ing of these records.
The operator could not monitor the recording because the traces
were recorded photographically on special paper taking sever-1 second
to "develop, " and the traces had to be overlapped to get sufficient

resolution. Hence, no attenuators could be used, and each channel
was set for a 70-db dynamic range. Since the response was compress

for high signals, the main-beam amplitude resolution was not equal
to that of the pen recorders.

Esterline Angus recorders were used to record signals frorr
the lens used as a biconical antenna at frequencies of Z.6 Mc, 15.3 M,.
Rhombic 4A at 4.1 Mc end 5.6 Mc; Rhombic 4B at 5.6 Mc; and the NRI
monopole at 9.1 Mc, 15.3 Mc and 21.5 Mc. Because the responsc tim
of the Esterline Angus is quite slow, the accuracy of these patterns is
less than that of the other patterns.

For calibration all the antenna input terminals were connected
in parallel at the interface of a Hewlett-Packard Model 606A signal
generator padded down to 5-ohm output impedance. A voltage staircast
in 10-db steps was recorded on each channel before each orbit. Althou
a known voltage range was recorded on each channel, gainis cannoL he

compared between frequencJ.es because the Xeledop's actual radiated

power is not known.

To correlate the amplitude recordings with the GMD azimuth

and elevation data, a marker pulse was put on both strip charts when

the GMD time was advanced. The operator positively idenltified certain
pulses by deleting them and labeling the blank spot. When numbered,
a pulse directly r# -ated a pair of printed azimuth and elevation readingi

to a position on the strip charts.

6.3 Data Reductibn

The capability of the Xeledop pattern-measuring techniq,:.e for
collecting large quantities of data economically depends upon the use of
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c mputers and semiautomatic scaling devices in the data reduction.
kLach contour plot represents about 1,800 position and amplitude
readings or data points, which must be scaled from the strip charts,
then corrected, normalized, and contoured. The essential steps in
processing the data are summarized here (the computer programs
are not needed for an understanding of the rcsults). A block diagram
of the processing is shown in Fig. 6.3.

Two sets of data records must be combined to find an antennats
pattern: the amplitude record on the strip charts and the printed
azimuth and elevation record from the GMD. The GMD data is simply
key-punched into IBM cards. For the strip charts, a semiautomatic
Gerber GOAT is used to convert the amplitude data (Xeledop pulse
envelope) into an analog signal, which is digitized and punched into
IBM cards. The operator reads each point by manually crossing two
hairlines over it and pushing a button which triggers the digitizer and
keypunch. For patterns in this measurement program, the GOAT was
set to read the amplitudes directly in decibels by drawing up a special
curved line (one of the crossing hairlines) to match each calibration
staircase. The amplitudes were read in parallel from the strip ch•.rt,
with enough points being taken to define each curve accurately. The
GMD time and other identifying information wer,.- also recorded on the
card. Since each card is unique and complete in itself, the cards do
not need to bein any particular order, and ;ncorrect card deck assembly
cannot cause undetectable errors in later computer runs.

After the c-rds have been che'ked against th~e original strip
charts, the amplitude.-data and GMD cards for one rntenna and one
polarization# with appropriate headers, are fed into a Burroughs B5C00
computer. This machine performs several operations on eachi arrmplitude.
data card.

0)) It finds azimuth and elevation argic d from the GMD
cards for the particular time, If the elevation angles
for the run wers invalidated by ground reflections, it

computes an average value by assuming that the air.
craft flew at constant altitude and at the same average
olart range as in the previous runs,

(2) It calculates the aircraftio position f-:om azimuth,
elevation,, anid altitude and then finds the aztviuth
and elevation of the Xeledop with respect to the
antenna 'rather thaai the relationship of the aircraft
to the OMD).
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(3) It corrects each amplitude (expressed in decibels)
for the attenuator setting.

(4) It corrects each amplitude for range variations
from the nominal 5 miles between the test antenna
and Xeledop by adding

2 0 log 1 0 (R 5ls

(5) If the measurement was taken with vertical polari-
zation, it corrects each amplitude for the Xeledopts
transmitting pattern by subtracting

20 log 1 0 (cos (elevation angle))

(6) It checks for a variety of human and mechanical errors.

(7) It prints out any error messages.

When it has corrected and checked all the data points, it then:

(1) Normalizes them, setting the maximum recorded value
equal to 0 db.

(2) Prints out the normalized data points and the maximum
values (later used to find relative gains).

(3) Writes a digital magnetic tape containing all the data
and some labeling, it-, proper format for a contour-plot
program.

The printed output of the BS000 is then checked for error
messages and improbable data values, and it is rerun if necessary.
If the output is all right, the tape is sent to an IBM 7090 computer with
a special contour.plotting program.* This program operates in two
sections:

A proprietary item purchased from Computer Laboratories9 Inc.,
Houston, Texas.
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(1) It takes the random input data and finds equivalent
values at the mesh points of a 100-by-100 grid.
Simple plane-surface interpolation is used to find
these gridded values, so no extraneous maxima or
m'nima are introduced, which could occur with
higher-order surface-fitting techniques.

(2) It computes the contour lines based on the gridded
data and writes a magnetic tape of instructions for
the final contour plotting.

The final contour plot is drawn on a California Computer
Products(Cal-Comp) incminental plotter. The plotter also labels
the drawing and puts on the registry marks required later for the
azimuth and elevation grid overlay. The contour plot is visually
checked to ensure that it is reasonable and represents the original
data.

6.4 Pattern Data Display

The antenna patterns are presented in two forms. One con-
sists of the conventional polar and elevation cuts. The other consists
of stereographic contour maps, which may appear at first glance to
be unnecessarily complicated. They have, however, several advan-
tages, which are discussed following an explanation of how to read
them.

Each contour map shows all the amplitude data taken on one
antenna, for one polarization, at one frequency. The plot can be
visualized in several ways. For instance, one can picture placing a
large hemisphere over the antenna being measured, then drawing the
field-strength contours on its surface. The contour plots are viewed
as two-dimensional maps of this hemisphere as it appears from di-
rectly above (see Fig. 6.4), where elevation angles are plotted on a
linear scale. Hence, the zenith angle is at the center of the plot; azi-
muth angles appear as radials; and elevation angles are concentric
circles. The outer rim of the plot is the horizon, or 0-degree eleva-
tion. The azimuth angles numbered around the rim of the plot are in
degrees relative to the nominal main-beam direction of the antenna,
rounded to the nearest degree. As an example, for the Anchorage
lens feed and the double-dipole array, 0-degree azimuth on the plot is
actually 5 degrees from true north.

The contour interval is 3 db, with the highest amplitude re-
corded for each plot taken as 0 db. This measured 0-db point is not
shown, because its position is misleading without detailed knowledge
regarding the aircraft orbits. However, the location of the actual maxi-
mum may be estimated from the otl-er contours.
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Fig. 6. 4 A Contour Plot as a Map of a Hemisphere
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The stereographic plot has merits both intrinsically as a
data display and extrinsically through its adaptability to the Xeledop
measurement technique. As a data display, it has the advantage
of showing in one diagram the complete characteristics of the antenna
at one frequency much more clearly than any series of polar cuts
could. It also emphasizes the energy distribution as a function of
solid angle, a better measure of the usefulhess of any antenna for
communications than azimuthal beam width.

The contour plcts are also very well suited to the way in whi-
the data is taken. Since the aircraft does not fly perfect orbits about
each antenna, the elevation angles actually sampled vary during any
given orbit and from one set of antenras to another. Thus, it would
be neither accurate nor adequate simply to plot the measured ampL!.
as a function of azimuth on a polar chart. Some means of interpolat,

$ between data taken at the various elevation angles is required, becaus
the sampling of each antenna pattern is essentially random. The cont
plot program does this by finding tte surface indicated by the avai' •',
data.

Once the program 1a s found this surface (drawn the contour
plot), polar cuts can easily be taken at any constant elevation angle
of interest, and elevation cuts can be taken at any azimuth angle. The
polar and elevation cuts presented later in this report have been
generated in this manner.

6.5 Accuracy Considerations - General

When the accuracy of the Xeledop technique is evaluated, a
distinction must be made between inaccuracy of values and limitations
of sampling. This distinction is clear if one remembers how the
measurements are made: by flying a transmitter around the site in
separate orbits over a period of time. The more accurately correlat•
values would be the ones from a single orbit. The time lapse between
orbits allows some equipment drift; hence correlation between succee
orbits becomes a little less accurate. Conversely, sampling of the
azimuthal pattern is very good, continuous for all practical purposes,
while sampling of the elevation pattern is limited to wt-Ae orbits. Low
signal levels (occurring at low frequencies), do not affect the accurac
of a given data point, but since some points are lost because of noise,
the contour plot of the pattern is distorted by this limited sampling.

The accuracy of pattern values is principally governed by the
stability of the ground equipment and the Xeledop (both of which appea
to be very good) and the precision of the strip-chart scaling. Evidenc
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from overlaps, rereading, and the general correlation of the data
indicates that systematic and predictable errors have been effectively
eliminated, leaving a random scatteriug in strong-signal data of about
1. 0 db during a run and 1. 5 db between runs, or 1/3 to 1/2 contour
interval. The best criterion for the significance of features in a pattern
is: If the deviation is less than one.half the distance between the contour
lines, it can be ignored; otherwise, it is significant. This is also true
for the Visicorder data (Nandi-Canton feed), except that the scatter is
somewhat larger, probably about 2 db, so only features involving more
than 2/3 contour interval are significant. Angles are measured more
precisely than 1 degree in both azimuth and elevation, but because the
nominal main-beam direction is rounded to the nearest degree, the
final plotted accuracy is about *1 degree in azimuth.

Since the pattern sampling in elevation is limited, structure
narrower than a few degrees in elevation is lost. In azimuth, the
smallest features that can be shown are limited by the contour-plot
mesh Eize--about 2 degrees at 20-degree elevation. For these reasons,
this technique cannot precise*/ reproduce a sharp null. The angular
position of such a null is accurately indicated, however, and the value
shown on the contour plot is a valid upper bound for its signal strength.
Hence, if -30 db is shown, the null was as low as, or very likely
lower than, -30 db. The 2-degree mesh size, as well as the high data
scatter, also led to the loss of the 3-db contours on the higher-frequency
Nandi-Canton patterns.

Ir evaluating any azimuthal deflections of the main-beam response
from its nominal direction, all these factors must be considered, with
the potential error being *1 degree * 1/3 contour interval.

6.5.1 Forward and Reverse Orbits

To check the accuracy of polarization, tracking and data
reduction, me normal counter-clockwise orbit was also flown clockwise
around the site. Both runs were sent through the standard B5000 program,
and the corrected values were plotted. The results for a check of the three
feeds are shown in Figs. 6.5 through 6.16 with the normal orbit plotted
as a solid line and the reverse orbit as a dotted line. By chance, this check
was a worst cose. The normal run was the day's first (on fresh Xeledop
batteries), and the reverse orbit was the last run of the day (with
batteries nearly exhausted). In additions the whip antenna on the lens (see
Sec. 6.5.2) was accidentally disconnected during the normal orbit and
reconnected for the reverse. The elevation angles did not repeat exactly
either but varied from 20 to 23 degrees as shown in Fig. 6.11 Incidentally,
the general trend of these curves (high at 120 degrees and low at 300
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degrees) is due to the offset between the lens and the center of the
pilot's orbit, which the computer has corrected for. All things
considered, the correspondence is excellent, with differences well
within the stated bounds. Since any significant polarization impurit,
would have caused the nulls to shift considerably, it is evident that
significant tipping of the Xeledop or reradiation from the aircraft
did not occur.

6.5.2 Whip Antenna Above Lens

A small whip antenna was mounted on top of the lens during
most of the flight tests, with the upper wire grid used as its ground
plane. Originally, it was intended that this whip would be uised as
an omnidirectional reference antenna. However, its measured
radiation patterns were too irregular for this purpose. The whip
antenna was fed from a coaxial line dropped through the center of the
lens. Theoretical considerations indicated that the presence of the
whip and the coaxial feed line should not affect the lens patterns. To
check the effect of this whip on the patterns of the lens, an orbit was
flown with thewhip in place (see Figs. 6.18 and 6.19) and immediatel
repeated with thewhip and feed cable removed. These orbits were at
about 3-degree elevation (exact GMD elevation data is not available),
which is well below the elevation peak of the main beam. The signal
strengths in the main beam differed slightly, but these changes were
not consistent and could easily have been due to a slight change in
elevation at these low angles. Thus the effect of the whip was negligi
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6. 6 Measured Radiation Patterns

This section presents a summary comparison of the
measured and calculated patterns of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna
together with a summary of the measured patterns of the San Fran-
cisco Rhombics 4A, 4B and 4C. The actual patterns measured and
reduced by the techniques and procedures outlined in the foregoing
sections constitute a mass of material too large to be incorporated
in the body of the report without seriously compromising the con-
tinuity of the text. They are, therefore, included as Appendix B,
following the main body of the textual material of the report, but
self-contained and easily accessible.

Figure 6. 20 shows a comparison of the calculated and
measured azimuth 3-db beamwidths of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna.
The calculated azimuth beamwidths are measured at the elevation
angleE corresponding to the elevation peak of the main beam and
were obtained from the patterns shown in Fig. 5. 5. The measured
azimuth 3-db beamwidths for the Anchorage, Nandi-Canton, Sydney,
and San Francisco feeds were obtained from the contour plots in
Fig. B. 1 through B. 36. The agreement between the measured and
calculated beamwidths is seen to be quite close on the average al-
though substantial deviations are observed for the patterns of the
different feeds at a number of frequencies due primarily to site per-
turbations.

Figure 6. 21 shows a comparison between the calculated
and measured minor lobe level of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna. As
before, the calculated rm.,inor lobe levels were obtained from the pat-
terns in Fig. 5. 5 corresponding to the elevation peak of the main
beam, while the measured maximum minor lobe levels for the various
feeds were obtained from Figs. B, I through B. 36. The measured
minor lobe levels plotted in Fig. 6. 21, which represent the maximum
minor lobe levels recorded using the Xeledop instrumentation, are
generally higher than the calculated levels; level variations from feed
to feed are attributed to site perturbations. Another reason the
measured minor lobes are higher is that the calculated minor lobes
were obtained only for the elevation angle corresponding to the peak
of the main beam, while the maximum measured minor lobe levels
were determined from the contour plots for the measured range of
elevation angles extending from approximately 5 to 55 degrees.
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Figure 6. 22 shows a comparison of the calculated .,nd
measured elevation upper and lower 3-db contours. Correlation
betweer calculation and measurement is reasonably good but. 's not
as good as the correlation between calculated and measured azi-
muth beamwidths. However, this is not expected since the ele-
vation Patterns of HF antennas are influenced to first order not
only by the ground conductivity but also by terrain irregularities;
while azimuth patterns, measured through the peak of the main
beam, are only -fluenced to first order by terrain irregularities.

Figure 6. 23 shows a comparison of the calculated ele-
vation coverage of the lens compared with the measured 1elevation
coverage desired for point-to-point data communication for
which the Molokai lens was designed. Also shown on the same
figure is the measured coveragL desired for ship-to-shore and
air-to-ground data communications.1Z, 13 This figure displays the
upper and lower 3-db elevation angles of thebeam as well as the
elevation of the beam maximum. The elevation angles of arrival
of 90 per cent of such signals lie below the curves labeled 90 per
cent while only 10 per cent of the signals have elevation angles of
arrival below the curves labeled 10 per cent. Thus 80 per cent of
the arriving signals have elevation angles between these curves,
which for the intended point-to-point service always lie between
the upper and lower 3-db elevation contours for the Wire-Grid Lens
Antenna.

Figures 6. 24 through 6. 26 show the measured performance
of the nested Rhombics 4A, 4B, and 4C used on the San Francisco
circuit within their design frequency bands. These data were ob-
tained from the contour plots in Figs. B. 52 through B. 61. The
measured 3-db azimuth beamwidths of the three antennas displayed
in Fig. 6. 24 are reasonably constant in their design bands. The
upper and lower elevation 3-db points of the rhombics displayed in
Fig. 6. 25 show a substantially greater variation with frequency. The
measured elevation coverage of the rhombics for point-to-point ser-
vice agrees reasonably well with the signal arrival angle contours of
Fig. 6.23 at the upper end of the band. The measured maximum
minor lobe levels of the rhombics are displayed in Fig. 6. 26. They
are all acceptably low except for that of Rhombic 4A at 6 Mc which
has a very high back lobe presumably due to site effects.
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7. LENS GAIN

During the Joint Services Evaluation, the relative gain of
the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna was measured in two different ways, and
its absolute gain was measured in one way. These gain measurements
are discussed in this section and the measured values of lens gain are

compared with va.lues calculated using techniques developed on various

stud y contracts. 6,7,8,9 It is found that while the directivity of the
lens is quite high, its gain is relatively low -- primarily because the
lens feeds used during the evaluation were relatively inefficient.

7. 1 Measured Relative Lens Gain Using the Xeledop Transmitter

One technique used to measure the relative gain of the lens
was to compare the maximum signals received at the multicoupler
terminals of the various test aatennas from the Xeledop transmitter

used in the pattern measurements (described in Sec. 6) as it circled
the site. The Xeiedop constitutes a convenient, constant-strength

signal source because its power output at any test frequency is essen-
tially independent of polarization and does not change appreciably with

time. The results of these measurements, which exclude the trans-

mission line losses between the antenna terminals and multicoupler
terminals, are presented in Fig. 7. 1. Gain data obtained from the
Esterline Angus recordings (see Sec. 6. 2) have been excluded from

Fig. 7. 2 because it is of questionable accuracy. In this presentation

all maximum signals received at the various antenna terminals are
normalized with respect to those received at the Anchorage feed ter-

minals. As would be expected, this maximum received signal oc-
curred for each antenna with the Xeledop located at different azimuth

and elevation angles.

The signals received on the Anchorage feed, Nandi-Canton

feed, Sydney feed, and the double dipole reference antenna were re-

corded by SRI personnel, while the signals received on the San Fran-

cisco feed, the lens operating as an omniazimuthal biconical antenna,

and the NRL monopole were recorded by NRL personnel. The cali-
bration procedure used by each group was internally consistent.
However, the reference calibration level for the signals recorded
by the NRL group was about 3 db lower. Therefore, in order to

effect a comparison between the SRI data and the NRL data, the
level of the NRL data should be increased by about 3 db. Inspection

of the signals received on the Nandi -Canton and Sydney feeds shows
that they are sometimes higher and sometimes lower than those
receive,' on the Anchorage feed. However, the differences between

the sir ials received on these three feeds are never more than
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Various Test Antennas (Calculated From Data
Measured at Multicoupler Terminals)
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3 db (if one excludes the 9. 1 Mc point on the Nandi-Canton feed as being
a bad dacum point). It is believed that these oscillatory differences are
due primarily to the site effects discussed in Sec. 4 and Appendix B.
On the other hand, the signals received by the San Francisco feed re-
corded by NRL are seen to be consistently lower, by about 3 db, than
those received by the other feeds.

The signals received from the NRL monopole and the lens
operating as an omniazimuth biconical horn are seen to be much lower
than those received on the lens, as is to be expected since these an-
tennas have much lower directivity. The signals received on the double-
dipole reference antenna are also seen to be lower than those received
on the lens due in large part to the relatively inefficient balun used with
it.

Relative gain plots are not shown for the rhombic antennas
since transmission line losses for rhombics were found to be erratic.
After pittern measurements had been completed using the Xeledop
transmitter, it was discovered that the support insulators used with the
two-wire transmission lines for the rhombics were found to have ex-
cessive leakage. These faulty sup.)ort insulators caused imbalance to
exist on the two-wire lines and increased their attenuation above theo-
retical. Efforts by on-site NRL personnel to accurately measure the
attenuation of the two-wire lines were not successful because of the
non-linear, oscillatory nature of attenuation versus frequency. Un-
stable line attenuation measurements (as much as 15 db) were n"-A -n
the two-wire lines. Therefore, coaxial cables-" were installed on Rhom-
bics 4B and 4C prior to error-count and signal-to-noise measurements.
A measure of.the relative gain between the lens and rhombics is dis-
cussed in Sec. 7. 2.

7. 2 Measured Relative Lens Gain Using Arriving Skywave Signals

The other technique used to measure the relative gain was to
compare the median signals received on the lens with those received
on the station rhombics while copying operational traffic. Because
these arriving signals are reflected at least once from the iosonosphere
during their route they arrive with essentially random polarization at
the receiving site. Therefore, they can be received on the average with
equal facility by either the vertica.lly polarized lens or the horizontally
polarized rhombic., and a direct comparisonf r the signals received at
the terminals of each antenna gives a measure of their relative gain.

The coaxial line used with Rhombic 4C consisted of 2, 600 feet of
RG37/U and 090 feet of 7/8 inch, 70-ohm Foamflex. The coaxial
line used with Rhorbic 4B consisted cf 1, 000 feet of RGl7/U and
2, 000 feet of 7/8 inch, 70-ohm Foar-iflex.
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Figures 7. Za and 7. Zb show the measured, median, decibel
difference between the signals received on the lens and Rhombics 4B
and 4C. These rhombics were equipped by NRL with coaxial line instead
of the open-wire line. Figure 7. 2a shows the calculated decibel difference
between the signal levels at the antenna terminals as determined by NRL.
Figure 7. 2b shows the measured decibel difference between the signal
levels at the multicnupler terminals. The decreased disparity between
the signal levels at this point occurs because there is more attenuation
in the transmission lines between the rhombics and the multicouplers
than between the lens and the multicouplers, due to the fact that the
rhombics ar- located at a greater distance from the recA.iver house.

7.3 Absolute Gain

The technique used to measure absolute gain was to compare
the vertically polarized signals i eceived from the Xeledop at the lens
terminals with those received at the terminals of the double-dipole gain
standard antenna. The double-dipole gain standard is similar to an
Adcock antenna. It was designed for this purpose by Dr. H. Brueckmann
of USAERDL and fabricated by NRL. Figure 7. 3 is a sketch of the
antenna showing its principal dimensions and the manner in which its
balanced output is converted to an unbalanced output.

It is to be noted that the two elements of this array are fed
out-ofophase so that its array factor resembles a figure of eight with
a null plane perpendicular to the array axis. The patterns in the plane
of the array are somewhat more narrow than that in the plane perpen-
dicular to the array because of the element factor of the individual
elements.

The array wai constructed so that the dipole elements Lt uld
be oriented in the vertical position for use when the lens was receiving
vertically polarized signals, and in the horizontal position when the lens
was receiving horizontally polarized signals (cross-polarized).

The gain of the lens relative to that of the doublewdipole array
can be calculated by means of the expression,

%D1 41 4Rl R +R +jXI12
L_ __ _ PL o _o L L lL

- 2 1+ ~ X~~4 ( 7 .0 D ?_YDD PD IRo + RD + jXaL 4 RoL
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where

RoL = characteristic impedance of transmission line
connected to the lens .70 ohms

R 0 characteristic impedance of transmission line
0 connected to the double dipole -100 ohms

ZL L RL+ jXL n input impedance at lens terminals (the T-junction)

zD D RD+ jXD = input impedance at double dipole terminals AA

PL a power received in a matched detector at the lens terminals

P D = power received in a matched detector at the double-
dipole terminals

GL x 1LDL x lens gain

IIL a lens efficiency

DL a lens directivity

GD n ?DDD a double-dipdo gain

*D a double-dipole efficiency

D D double-dipole directivity.

The VSWR of the lens feeds was always les than 2:1 so it is possible
without significant error to set RL + JXL RoL * Then Eq. (7. 1)
becomes

L L o D DLL (7.2)
G D -P D IRo0 + RD + JX D D ID7-



The input impedance of the double-dipole antenna oriented

to receive both vertically and horizontally polarized signals was
measured by NRL personnel and fcund to be the same, within experi-
mental accuracy, for both orientations of the dipoles. The measured
input impedance for the double dipole oriented to receive vertically
polarized signals is shown plotted on a Smith Chart in Fig. 7.4. In
this plot, the impedance data have been referred to the dipole termi-
nals. To effect this transformation, it was assumed that the connectin:'
transmission lines have a uniform characteristic impedance of 100 ohrr..
and that their equivalent electrical length (measured in meters o.f air
line) is 34. 2 meters. It was further assumed that the connecting lines
were lossless although, as discussed later, the small loss of the

cables has a profound effect on the antenna input resistance and
efficiency, particularly at the low-frequency end of the band.

The gain and radiation resistance for the vertically oriented'

double-dipole antenna have been calculated by Dr. M. Andreasen of
TRG, Incorporated, using a digital computer to solve the appropriate
integral equation for the current distribution on the radiating elements.
In this analysis the radiation resistance has been calculated on the
assumption that the antenna is radiating into free space, since the
mutual coupling between the antenna and its image in the ground

is small. Its directivity has been calculated as though the antenna
were mounted over a perfectly conducting ground. His results are
shown in Table 7. 1. It is seen that the radiation resistance, which
is quite low at the low-frequency end of the band, has a su')stantial
value at the high-frequency end of the band where the individual
dipole elements are almost one wavelength long. On the other hand,
the directivity of the antenna decreases very slowly with increasing
frequency.

Table 7. 1

Double Dipole Calculated Directivity and Radiation Resistance

f-Mc RA -ohm Directivity-db

5.6 0.343 8.51
9.1 2.66 8.47

11.8 8.68 8.40
15.3 33.1 8.28
21.5 269. 8.02
25.3 354. 7.91
30.0 165. 7.44
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Fig. 7. 4 Impedance Vertically Oriented of Double Dipole Measured
at Antenna Terminals (Chart Impedance = 100 ohms)
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The fact that the antenna radiation resistance at low
frequencies is so much lower than the 100-ohm characteristic
impedance level of the connecting transmission lines magnifies the
effect of the small loss in these lines. A straightforward analysis
shows that if a load impedance ZA = RA + jXA is connected to
a transmission line of characteristic impedance ZOG that has a
total electrical length of 8 radians and a total attenuation of G

nepers, the ratio il of the power delivered to RA to that entering
the line is

A 1 (7.3)

[RZN sinh (a + jo)+ cosh (a + jB)

where RIN is the input resistance of the terminated line. When

3wrB = 2 , 2 ."

Eq. (7.3) simplifies to

1P

S= ""(7.4, + R + XA1 + a y- + R + Zo]
0 A RAZ

Values of 'i close to those predicted by Eq. (7.4) obtain for intermediate
values of 6 .

Table 7. 2 presents the measured values of lens gain obtained
using the vertic:lly polarised double-dipole antenna as the gain standard.
The first column headed

P L

10 logl 0  P D

shows the measured ratio of the power received on a matched 70-ohm
detector at the Anchorage feed terminals to that received at a matched
100-ohm detector at the double-dipole terminals AA (see Fig. 7.3). The
second column headed

4 RoRD

10 log 10  oD
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8. COMMUNICATION TRAFFIC ERROR RATES

8. 1 Operational Traffic Error Count Evaluation Using
FAA Developed Equipment

8. 1. 1 Introduction

Another phase of the Joint Services Evaluation was a com-
parison of the binary error rate of 100 word per minute operational
message traffic carried principally in the 5 to 24 Mc band and
received on both the lens and the station rhombics. These tests,
which were conducted for afive-month period in the Spring and
Summer of 1964, demonstrated that over the 5 to 24 Mc test band
the error rates for operational messages received on the lens and
the rhombics were very similar. The technique used for measuring
these errors was developed by Mr. K. H. Quin of the FAA using
readily available equipment. A feature of this system is the fact
that it does not require a cooperative transmitter (which sends a
known message) as do most such systems. A majority of the data
accumulated using the FAA equipment were recorded by NRL
personnel.

8.1.2 FAA Error MWasuring Equipment

A block diagram of the automatic equipment used to measure
the binary error rates is shown in Fig. 8. 1. As can be seen from the
figure, messages received simultaneously on the diversity channel
and on the simplex channel are compared in a binary error detector.
Non-comparisons between the binary bits received on the two channels
are then totaled by an electronic counter and printed out on tape.

The diversity comparator is A decision making device that
selects whichever one of the diversity elements is receiving the
stronger signal. If one assumes the diversity comparator is perfect
and that the probability of receiving an error on the diversity channel
is zero then each non-comparison registered by the binary e rror
detector represents an error for the simplex antenna. Under this
assumption, a summation of the errors recorded, when a rhombic
and the lens are used alternately as the antenna in the simplex
channel, gives a measure of the binary error rate for each simplex
antenna.
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A number of factors modify this picture of the operation o(
the equipment. One is the fact that the probability of an error occurring
on the diversity channel, while quite low, is not zero. Another is the
fact that one of the antennas used in the diversity channel iai also used
as one of the simplex antennas. Therefore, part of the time this simplex
antenna is being compared to itself so that no errors can be recorded,
even though errors actually occur. Thus, a bias is introduced in favor
of the antenna being compared with itself. Since the diversity standard
consiated of two rhambics part of the time and the lens and the rhombic
part of the time, a bias was introduced in favor of the rhombic part of
the time and in fav'or of the lent the remainder of the time. Still other
factors which modify the operation are: line attenuation between the
antennas and measuring equipment, receiver unbalance in the two
channels and the duty factor of the received transmissions. The effect
of each of these factors on the accuracy of the results is considered in
subsequent sections.

8. 1. 3 Analysis of FAA Error Measuring Equipment

In order to obtain a quantitative measure of the effect of
these imperfections, a probability analysis was made of the system
shown in Fig. 8. 1 which is presented in Appendix A. This analysis
shows that by using two rhombics for the diversity pair part of the
time, and the lens and a rhombic as the diversity pair the remainder
of the time, a quantitative measure of the error rate for the lens and
the rhombic is obtained, which is very close to the true error rate.

Figvre 8. 1 shows the measuring set-up arranged so that one
of the three rhombics in the left hand nest, and the lens, are used as
the diversity pair. By throwing switch B to the left, two rhombics
would be connected as the diversity pair. * The coaxial switch, A,
which is actuated by the adjustable time cycle programmer, connects
either the lens, or one of the rhombics in the right hand nest, to
operate as the simplex antenna. During the error-counting measure-
ments of the 100 word per minute teletype messages, the switch was
cycled at five-minute intervals. Thus, a total of 5 minutes • 100 words
per minute x 6 characters per word x 7 binary bits per character z

21, 000 binary bits nominal were received during each five-rminute
period.

In the original system devised by' the FAA, a pair of rhombics was
used as the diversity pair. Switch B was added after the first three
months of operation so that the lens and a rhombic could also be used
as a diversity pair. Substantially all the data recorded during the
last three months of the test were recorded using the lens and a
rhombic as the diversity pair.
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The analysis presented in Appendix A shows that when the

two identical rhombics are used as the diversity pair, the number

of errors, E(L), recorded for the lens and the number of errors,

E(R), recorded for the rhombic, each operating in simplex will be

E(L) . Np (L) [I +p(R) (8.
I p(L) 1 + n

E(R) NIp (R) ('2.

where

p(L) - true probability of an error being received
on the lens

p(R) - true probability of an error being received

on the rhombic

N a number of binary bits received on the lens
assumed equal to the number of bits received

on the rhombic

n 0 a measure of the effectiveness of the diversity

system (ratio of probability of an error being

received on one of the diversity antennas when

it does not control the system to the probability

of an error being received when it does).

During the measurements, the diversity comparator was adjusted so

that each receiver in the diversity pair controlled the syntem half th-

time, in conformity with the assumption made in deriving Eqs. (8. 1)

and (S. 2) These equations show that the number of errors recorded

for the simplex rhombic antenna wi±l be the true number of errors,

Njp (it) , while the number of errors recorded for the lens will be

greater than the true number of errors, Nlp (L) .

Wher. the lens and a rhombic are used as the diversity pair,

the n.Amber of errors recorded for the lens and the rhombic operating

in. ignplex will be

.17 -



E(L) = N p (1)Il + _ (8.3)

2l + n I(,

E(R) a N p(R) I + + (8.4)

where

N number of binary bits received on the lens
assumed equal to the number of bits received

on the rhombic

m ratio of probability of an error being received
on the diversity system when the lens controls,
to the probability of an error being received
when the rhombic controls.

Again, it has been assumed that each receiver in the diversity pair
controls the system half the time. In this case, it is seen that the
true number of errors are not counted for eith½r the lens or the rhombic,
The number of er ors counted for the lens, however, is more nearly

correct than the number counted for ttie rhombic. If one assumes that
m = I , it is seen that the true number ol errors are counted for the
lens and a larger numnber are counted for the rhombic, a situation
exactly opposite that o')tained when two rhombic. are used as the
diversity pair.

The following si. t it,on exists when two different diversity
pairs are used during a run. If the diversity pair consists of a pair
of rhombics while N1 bits are re-ceived on the simplex lens as well
as on the simplex rhombic, and if the diversity --. ir consists of the
lens and a rhombic while N? bits are i ece-ved on the simplex lens

as well as the simplex rhombic, then the total errors, E(L), recorded
for the lens and the total errors, E(R), recorded for the rhombic will
be

E(L) = p(L) N1 (I + (lNn)m + N2  (8.5)
S 1 ([1 tN 2 (I + l+m]

E(R) " p(R) N1 ý N I+)~ (8.6)
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where it has been assumed that p(L)/p(R) a m . That is, the true
ratio of probability of errors for the lens and a rhombic is the same
as the ratio of the probability of an error being received on the
diversity system, when the lens is controlling, to the probability of
an error being received when the rhombic is controlling. Remember-
ing that the definition of true number of errors, E'(L), received on
the lens is

E'(L) a p(L) (N 1 + Nz) (8. 7

and the true number of errors E'(R) received on the rhombic is

EI(R) - p(R) (N 1 + N2 ) (8.8)

it is seen that,

E(L) 1 + 2 1 •(l+mn)
E'+ NN (l+n)m- + N1 l+n (8.l++ -

and,

E 1 + 1 l1+m - (8.1l

N 2

When m a I and Ni a N2 it is seen that the ratio
E(L)/E(R) of the number of errors recorded for the lens and the
rhombic will be equal to the true ratio of probabilities p(L)/p(R)
of errors for the lens and the rhombic, and in this case one also
finds E(L)/E'(L) = E(R)/E'(R) = I + 1/1' + n . The actual
number of binary bits received during the evaluation when the lens
and a rhornbic were used as a diversity pair were greater than the
number of binary bits received when the two rhombics were used
as the diversity pair, so that NI < NZ
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8. 1. 4 Measured Error Rates Using the FAA Technique

The results of the error-counting measurements obtained
are shown plotted on cumulative probability paper in Figs. 8. Z
through 8. 5 for the frequencies of 5 Mc, 6 Mc, 8 to 13 Mc and 16
to 24 Mc, and in Fig. 8. 6, which is a composite of the results in
Figs. 8. 2 through 8. 5, for all the frequencies from 5 to 24 Mc.
This composite figure was obtained by plotting all the measured
error-count data in the 5 to 24 Mc band in the same fashion that it
is plotted for each of the bands in Figs. 8. 2 through 8. 5. In each
figure the data have been plotted on semi-log paper for both the lens
and the rhombic to show the percent of samples having an error rate
less than the value of the abscissa. It is shown in Appendix A how
the ratio of the probability of errors being received on the lens to
the probability of errors being received on the rhombic p(L)/p(R),
can be obtained from the ratio of Egs. (8. 5) and (8. 6) for various
values of n . This process has been carried out using as the value
of E(L)/E(R) the ratio of the binary error rates in Figs. 8. 2 through
8. 6 for the lens and the rhombic corresponding to the case where 50
per cent of the five-minute samples have an error rate less than that
rf the abscissa (i. e., the median error rate). The results are pre-
sented in Table 8. 1 for assumed values of n = 10 and n = 15 which
correspond to the range of improvement to be expected fromn the
diversity system. It is seen that p(L)/p(R) is very close to the
measured ratio E(L)/E(R). Thus, a direct comparison of the
performance of the lens and the rhombics as presented in Figs. 8. 2
through 8. 6 gives measure of their relative performance. Also
shown in the table, but subject to the uncertainties listed in Sec. 8. 1. 2,
are the ratios E(L)/E'(L) and E(R)/E'(R). An inspection of these
ratios shows that the measured number of errors for the lens and
the rhombic are only slightly higher than the true number of errors
received. Thus, it can be concluded that the curves of Figs. 8. 2
through 8. 6 also give a measure of the absolute error rates for the
lens and the rhombics when receiving operational traffic.

Several antenna combinations were used as the test system
diversity standard while accumulating the FAA data as shown in the
tabulation of Table 8. 2. The 'Circuit 350' rhombics listed consisted
of a pair of rhombics, while unidentified, are assumed to be the
proper combination for the frequency as selected by the FAA station
personnel. The tabulation shows some out-of-band rhombics were
used in diversity which resulted, at times, in the selection of that
rhombic for comparison to the standard. Such data have been
eliminated and do not appear in Table 8. 2; but in some cases where
an in-band rhombic was used to compare to the standard, which may
have consisted of one out-of-band rhombic, the data were retained.
Thus, in all cases the lens was compared with rhombics 4A, 4B,
or 4C operating within their design bands.
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Table 8. 1

Measured Error Rates for the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna Receiving

Operational Traffic Determined Using the FAA Measuring Techniques

f-Mc N 1N2 E(L)/E(R) n p(L)/p(R) E(L)/E'(L) E(R)/E'(R)- t
5 .19 1.2 10 1.2 1.18 1.19
5 .19 1.2 15 1.17 1.11 1.14

6 .28 1.1 10 1.08 1.13 1.20
6 .28 1.1 15 1.05 1.11 1.15

8-13 1.17 1.49 10 1.34 1.21 1.1
8-13 1.17 1.49 15 1.33 1.16 1. 07

16-24 .33 1.1 10 1.12 1.11 1.14
16-24 .33 1.1 15 1.10 1.05 1.10

5-24 .74 1.26 10 1.2 1.17 1.11
5-24 .74 1.26 15 1.19 1.12 1.08

N 1IN 2 ratio of bits received using two rhombics
as diversity standard to bits received
using lens and rhombic as diversity
standard

n ratio of probability of an error being
received on one of the diversity antennas
when it does not control the system to
the probability of an error being received
when it does

p(L)/p(R) * probability of error being received on lens
to the probability of an error being received
on rhombic

E(L)/E'(L) * ratio of measured lens errors to received
lens errors

E(R)/E'(R) = ratio of measured rhombic errors to
received rhombic errors

E(L)/E•R) = ratio of measured errors on lens and rhombic
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Table 8. 2

Antennas Used During the FAA Error-Count Evaluation

Frequency Diversity Standard Number of Five-Minute 21. 000-Bit Saxr
Mc _ __Lens Rhombic 4A Rhombic 4B Rhomb

5 Lens Rhombic 4A 63 63
5 Lens Rhombic 4C 14 13
5 Lens Rhombic 3B 50 49
5 Rhombic 3B Rhombic 4B 22 23
5 Circuit 350 rhombics 21 23
5 Lens Rhombic 4A 96 96
5 Lens Rhombic 3A 23 23

6 Lens Rhombic 3A 57 56
6 Lens Rhombic 4A 41 44
6 Lens Rhombic 4A 207 210
6 Lens Rhombic 3A 192 208
6 Lens Rhombic 3B 135 131
6 Lens Rhombic 3C 64 65
6 Rhombic 4A Rhombic 3B 46 48
6 Rhombic 3C Rhombic 4C 46 47
6 Circuit 350 rhombics 102 102

8 -- 13 Lens Rhombic 4A 157 135
8 - 13 Lens Rhombic 4B 207 205
8 - 13 Lens Rhombic 3A 19 16
8 - 13 Lens Rhombic 3B 1245 1222
8 , 13 Lens Rhumbic 3C 80 77
8 - 13 Rhombic 4A Rhombic 3A 5 4
8 -- 13 Rhombic 3B Rhombic 4B 139 134
8 - 13 Rhombic 3C Rhombic 4C 123 125
8 13 Circuit 350 "rhombics 2707 2698
8 13 Lens Rhombic 4A 204 19
S - 13 Lens Rhombic 4B 163 15
8 -13 Lens Rhombic 4C 114 11
8 -13 Lens Rhombic 3A 45
8 - 13 Lens Rhombic 3B 293 3C

8 -13 Lens Rhombic 3C 83 8
C 13 Rhombic 3A Rhombic 4A 8
8 -13 Rhombic 3B Rhombic 4B 85 8

8 13 Circuit 350 rhombics 462 46
1

(table continued on following page)
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T a b l e 8. 2 (continued)

Antennas Used During the FAA Error-Count Evaluation

I Frequency Diversity Standard Number of Five -Minute 21,0 00 -Bit Samples
Mc Lens Rhombic 4A Rhombic 4B Rhombic 4C

16 -24 Lens Rhombic 4A 62 67
16 -24 Lens Rhombic 4B 94 95
16 -24 Lens Rhombic 4C 80 79
16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 3B 457 446
16 -24 Lens Rhombic 3C 81 83
16 -24 Lens Rhombic 3A 7 8
"16 -24 Rhombic 3B Rhombic 4B 58 56
16 - 24 Circuit 350 rhombics 292 296
16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 4A 46 47
16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 4B 86 84
16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 4C 292 294
16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 3B 441 434
"16 - 24 Lens Rhombic 3C 580 568
16 - 24 Rhombic 4A Rhombic 4B 8 7
16 - 24 Rhombic 3C Rhombic 4C 77 76
"16 - 24 Circuit 350 rhombics 316 320
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8.2 Error-Count Evaluation Using NRL Developed Techniques

Another evaluation of the traffic error rate of the Wire-Grid
Lens was conducted by NRL with the aid of a cooperative transmitter

located at Woodbridge, Virginia, transmitting 600 character-per-
n~inute RYRY test mnessages. These messages were received on the
San Francisco lens feed and the San Francisco station Rhombics 4B

and 4C which are oriented within approximately 1. 5 degrees of Wood-
bridge. The transmission frequencies used during this evaluation
were determined by existing frequency allocations. The -efore, it
was necessary to operate at second and third choice frequencies, as

determined from long term predictions. Data were recorded during

periods of strong signals and also in the transition period to provide
complete distribution of error rates. This method of operation,
combined with the facts that the Woodbridge to Molokai cir'xiit was
about twice as long as that from San Francisco to Molokai and charac-
ters were counted rather than binary bits, caused the measured charac-

ter error rate for both the lens and the station rhombics to be about

fifteen times higher than the binary error rate obtained during the

FAA error rate evaluation using operational signals.

8.2.1 NRL Error-Count Measuring Technique

The test messages sent from Woodbridge were non-frequency

diversity, narrow-band FSK signals transmitted for twenty-minute

periods followed by ten-minute periods when the transmitter output
was shut off. However, for one minute during the middle of each off

period an identification signal was transmitted.

Figure 8. 7 is a block diagram of the basic radio test receiving

system used by NRL. It is seen that the radio teletype signals were

received simultaneously on the San Francisco feed of the lens and on

either Rhombic 4B or 4C. Signals picked up by the antennas were
conducted by transmission lines to the receivi'r building houtsing the

test equipment. Here the signals were distributt.d to the test equipment

by multicouplers so as not to interfere with the norrmil rtation operation.

The multicoupler used with the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna was supplied by

NRL while the multicouplers used with the rhombics were FAA station

multicouplers. The two receiving channels were frequently checked to

assure that they were operating properly and as an added precaution the

two systems were alternated between the lens and rhombic multicoupler

outputs at the end of each teletype test message.

Analysis of the teletype data obtained at Molokai consisted first

of a careful visual inspection of the repreforated tapes at which time the

tapes were cut into frames corresponding to the interval between the

times the receiving equipments were alternated between test antennas.
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Each frame in which receiver or transmitter test equipment failures
were determined to have occurred was discarded. If a frame was
discarded for one test antenna, the simultaneous frame on the other
test antenna was also discarded regardless of the message quality of
that frame. Second, the total number of characters and the total
number of character errors in each frame were then separately and
aitomatically counted by feeding the tape through a tape reader and
logic network whose outputs were connected to totalizing counters.
If the total number of characters counted was less than the total
number of characters known to have been sent, then the difference
in thes.: totals wa3 added to the number of errors read on the totalizing
counter ar.d this sumn is considered to be the number of errors received.
The errcr rate for each f rame was calculated by dividing the total num-
ber of errors received by the total number of characters known to have
been sent. Each of the frames was classified as having an error rate
equal to or less than a givei value.

Figures 8. 8 through 8. 12 show the results of the NRL error-
count -neasurements plotted on cumulative probability paper for the
test ,requercies of 8, I0. 7, 12 to 13. 6, 17. 5 and 20 Mc. A summary
of these results for tlc 8 to 20 hc band is shown in Fig. 8. 13, which
is a composite of all the recults in Figs. 8. 8 through 8. 12. This com-
pos.-Lte figure wa; obtained by plotting all the measured error count
dat;. in the ` to 20 Mc band in the same fashion that it is plotted for
i:.tch :f the ix test frequencies. The ratio of the measured character
e.rcr rate for the lens and rhombic from Fig. 8. 13 is 1. 5 over the 8
to 20 M-c band.

8 2. 2 N1RL Signal and Noise Amplitude Data Measurement Technique

Signal amplitude measurements conducted by NRL for the Wire-
Grid Lena Antenna evaluation utilized the signal which was transmitted
at constant amplitude for the NRL radio teletype tests. Noise empli-
tule measuieemonts were conducted during the ten-minute intervals at
the hour and balf hour times when the transmitter output was nhut off.
The factor measured for both signal and noise amplitude data was an
AGC voltage proportional to the received rf eneigy, Figure 8. 14 is a
block diagram of the signal and noise amplitude test receiving system.

Ax may be noted in Fig. 8. 14, a signal or noise was recorded simul-
taneously with the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna and the rhombic antenna.
The signal and noise data were recorded for each antenna on both a
magnetic tapft recorder operating in the FM mode and a multi-channel
strip chart recorder. TIe magnetic tape recordings were used for auto-
matic data z. •.tion at Nh.. The strip chart recordings were used for
qualitative ir.nformation during the toess and reduction of the data, and
for obtaining calibration curves of the charaLteristics of the active Plec-
tronic recording equipment, Receiver bandwidths utilized with each
antenna were determined to be comparable durmin the tests. In order
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to determine signal and noise amplitude and to account for possible
changes in recording equipment characteristics, frequent calibra-
tions of the equipment were made with a standard signal generator
common to both recording systems at the antenna multicoupler in-
puts. Finally, transmission lide attenuation characteristics were
determined by standard measurement techniques. The sigral and
noise data from the magnetic tapes were sampled 1, 000 times per
second and reduced to cumulative amplitude probability distributions
by a computer developed by NRL for this purpose.

Figure 8. 15 presents a summary of the NRL signal-to-noise
ratio data at the antenna terminals obtained at five different test
frequencies ranging from 8 to 20 Mc. These data were calculated
from the measured signal-to-noise ratio data at the receiver terminals
using the values of coaxial line attenuation listed in Table 8. 4. These
graphs are probability distribution showing the percent of time the
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) exceeded a given value. The 8 and 17 Mc
curves were developed from data recorded during periods free of man-
made interference (QRM) and indicate that in the presence of atmos-
pherics only, ;he rhombics provided a S/N ratio that averaged about
3 db higher than the lens antenna at these test Lrequencies. Data used
to plot the 10 and 12 Mc curves were iniluenced by QRM. At 20 Mc,
the noise data contained in the curves are thermal noise limited about
95 per cent of the time.
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8.2.3 NRL Radio Teletype Test Results

A tabular summary of the results of the measure-,ents made
by NRL on the Molokai Wire-Grid Lens Antenna and rhombic antennas
is given in Table 8.4. This table indicates approximate frequencies
used during the test program; noise factors determined from active
electronic equipment, passive hardware, and the antennas; percent of
time that atmospheric noise was above system noise; typical values of
external noise levels for June-August as determined by NBS; as well
as the ratio of median error rates of the lens and the rhombics.

The noise factor measured at the input to the antenna multi-
coupler, supplied by NRL for the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna San Franc(-
feed, was measured by standard techniques at NRL before and after its
use in the Molokai tests. This antenna multicoupler exhibited a noise
fector given in Table 8.4 of approximately 5. 5 db over the 5 to 25 Mc
frequency range for which it was tested. Although the noise factor c'
the station multicouplers was not measured directly, their noise factor
were based on the statistical noise measurements made at Molokai to bf
about 5. 5 db and therefore they are listed in Table 8. 4 as having a nois.
factor of not less than 5. 5 db.

Transmission line attenuation is given in Table 8.4 for the
specific transmission lines in use. For the lens antenna, the only
transmission line loss considered is that associated with the San
Francisco feed. The lens line loss varied from 2. 5 db at 8 Mc to
4.3 db at 20 Mc. For the rhombic antennas, the transmission line
losses are those associated with San Francisco Rhombics 4B (6 to 18 Mc
and 4C (9 to 27 Mc). Open-wire transmission lines are used by the FAi
with the r.aombic antennas. The calculated attenuation for a normal ope
wire line of a length to feed Rhornbics 4B and 4C as shown in Table 8. 2
would range from 1.5 db at 8 Mc to 2.5 db a; 20 Mc. However, the ope7
wire lines in existence for these antennas at the time tests were conduct
in Molokai were found to have higher than normal attenuation. Therefox
as mentioned previously, the open-wire lines feeding Rhombics 4B and
were replaced with coaxial transmission lines. The attenuation in the
coaxial lines feeding Rhombic. 4B and 4C was measured to be 5. 4 db at
8 Mc to 12.4dbat 20 Mc.

The data measurement system noise factor may be determined
by adding transmission line losses in db to the antenna multicoupler inp
noise factor in db. As shown in Table 8.4, the data measurement syst.
noise factor for the lens antenna varies from 8. 0 db at 8 Mc to 9. 8 db a'
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20 Mc. For the rhombic antennas, the measurement system noise
factor varies from 10. 9 db to 17.9 db from 8 to 20 Mc, respectively.
The data msasurement system noise factor is greater for the rhombi
when compared to the lens system by 2. 9 db at 8 Mc to 8. 1 db at
20 Mc.

In addition to the losses in the transmission lines connected
to the antennas there are losses in the antennas themselves which
further degrade the receiving system noise factors. in the case of

the rhombic antenna the ohmic losses in the antenna system and in
the termination impedance contribute to the loss factor. For the Wi
Grid Lens Antenna, the ohmic losses in the antenna system and lens

feed terminating impedances, and coupling losses between the Wir
Grid Lens and the lens feed contribute to the loss factor. As an
approximation toward determining the receiving system noise factor
an rf loss factor of 3 db has been assumed for the rhombic test
antennas at each of the test frequencies. This loss is esse. tially
related to the rhombic termination impedance and in the practice.
case does not vary significantly with frequency. With this assumptx
the rhombic antenna receiving system noise factor can be said to va.
from 13.9 db at 8 Mc to 20.9 dr, at 20 Mc as shown in Table 8.4. F

the cumulative amplitude probability distribution results, the media.
signal level recorded from the rhombic antenna relative to the med'
signal level recorded from the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna as given ir
Table 8. 4 (and Fig. 7. 2) varies from 15. 5 db at 8 Mc to 8. 3 db at
20 Mc. The difference between the rhombic median signal level and
the lens median signal level is the difference in rf losses bettween th
two test antennas, since the pattern measurements in Appendix B sh
their directivities to be approximately equal.

Therefore. the approximate lens antenna receiving system
noise factor can be determined by summing the assumed rhombic
loss, the difference in median signal level between the rhombic and
lens antennas, and the data measurement system noist factor. As
shown in Table 8. 4, the lens receiving system noise factor varies
from 26.5 db at 8 Mc to 21.0 db at 20 Mc.

The last column in Table 8.4 shows the ratio of the median

error rate for the lens and the station rhombics when receiving tran

missions from the Woodbridge transmitter. It is observed that ther

is a correlation between the median error rates and the system n.uis

factors for the lens and the rhombic receiving syster.as. At the low-

frequency end ..i the band where the noise factor for the lens receivi

system is much higher than that for tne rhombic receiving system,
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.e median error rate for the lens is higher, while at the high.,
frequency end of the band where the noise factors are comparable
the median error rates are essentially equal.

8.3 Noise Levels at Molokai

The atmospheric noise levels at Molokai are quite low as
indicated by the NBS reports. 14 The median noise levels in db above
KTB (i. e., in db above thermal noise) in regions having the noise grade
2. 5 characteristic of Molokai as determined from Referen e 11 (a 1955
NB9 publication) are 45 db at 5 Mc, 29 db at 10 Mc, 23 db at 20 Mc and
21 db at 30 Mc. A comparison with the NBS noise data in the NB3
Quarterly Noise I~a from Kekaha, Hawaii, for June, July and August
1963 (1964 is not currently available) shows a median noise level in
db above KTB of 31 db at 10 Mc and 22 db at 20 Mc.--almost exactly
the same as the 1955 predictions. These 1963 median noise levels
together with the upper and lower deciles are also shown in Table 8.4.

Reference to Table 8. 4 shows that the noise factor of the rhombic
receiving syster, is typically less than the expected median external
noise level except at 20 Mc where it is equal to the median external
noise level. On the other hand, the higher noise factor of the lens
receiving system (due primarily to the relatively low coupling efficiency
of the feeds) is only slightly less than the expected median external noise
level at all test frequencies. These conclusions are bornr, out by the NRL
noise rmeasurement data listed in Table 8.4 which show that the percent-
age of time that external noise was above system noise at any irequency
was correlated with the receiving system noise factor. Thus, at 20 Mc
where the noise factors of the receiving sy3tems wei e equal, external
noise was above system noise on each receiving system for eqaal
lengths of time. At lower frequencies, where the noise factor of the

lens receiving system is greater, external noise was above system
noise on the lens for a smaller percentage of the time.

8.4 Discussion of FAA and NRL krror-Count Tests

The error rate of FSK messages received at HF carrier
frequencies is affected by the signal-to-noisa ratio of the received
signal, the propagation characteristics of the path betwben the trans-
mitter and receiver and the directivity of the receiving antenna. When
the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver lies in tLe range of approximately
0 - 20 db it is found that the error rate is inversely proportional to signal-
to-noise ratio. The eqaivalent noise at the input of HF receivers consists
both of internal or thermal n3ise, which has a tinme independent average

value, and external or atmospheric noise which has a time dependent

average value and contains -i number of large, high-.amplitude spikes
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because it is generated by atmospherics. Usually the atmospheric
noise predominates at HF frequencies; howev, -. in both the FAA
arid NRL tests a substantial fraction of the receivL. - y.aytem noise
was thermal noise as explained in Sec. 8. 2. 3. As might be ex-
pected, the error rate fcr a given signal-to-noise ratio depends
primarily on the average power of the noise and is essentially in1-

dependent of its statistical variation with time. H.-:weier, BeI'o
has shown theoretically that for simplex operation a receiving systen'
limited by ther.nal noise of a gi,,en average power wii! have a higher

error rate than one limited by atmospheric noise of the same average
power.

At signal-to-noise ratios gieater than 30 to 35 db, the

error rate approaches an asymptotically constant value that is
essentially independent of signal-to-noise ratio and instead depends
primarily on the propagation characteristics of the medium betwe-
the transmitter and receiver and the directivity of the receiving a.--
tenna. The principal characteristic of the propagation medium which
affects the error rate is the faLt that signals can simultaneously
propagate through it between the transmitter and receiver in multiple
modes each having varying attenuation, varying time delay and vary-
ing doppler frequency shift. Consequently, the resultant signal ar-
riving at the receiving antenna, which is a summation of the signals
arriving by the various propagation paths exhibits variations in am-
plitude, time delay and doppler frequency shift, substantially greater
than those experienced for the individual modes.

As mentioned previously, the FAA error-count measure-
ments were made for the lens and rhombics using operational traffic
which on the average had a high signal-to-noist, ratio. Consequently
the FAA error-count data in Figs. 8. 2 through 8. 6 give a measure of
the relative directivities of the lens and the station rhombics. Fig-
ure 8. 6, which is a summary of all the FAA data c-,v, ring the 5 to
24 Me band, shows that t measured median binar , rrorrate for
the rhombics is 2. 5 x 10 while that of the lens is 3 x 10
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The NRL error-count data shown in Figs. 8. 8 through 8.1 3
were also recorded under high signal-to-noise ratios but, in addition,
d~a were recorded for a small percentage of the time in the transition
region where the signal-to-noise ratio is quite low. As a consequence,
the NRL data are a fuaction not only of the propagation path characteristics
and the lens and rhombic directivities but also of the signal-to-noise ratios
o' the two receiving systems as explained in Sec. 8. Z. 3. At the low-
frequency end of the band bvhere the receiving system noise figure for
the l•nrs was substantially higher than that of the rhombics, it is seen
that the error rate for the rhombic is lower. On the other hand, at the
upper end of the band where the receiving system noise figures a:e about
equal, the measured error rates are also essentially equal. Figure 8. 13.
which is a composite of all the NRL error-count data for the 8 to 20 Mc
frequency band, shows that the median character error rate for the
rhombics is 3.5 x 10-3 while that of the lens is 4. 5 x 10-3.
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I
9. C ONCLUSIONS

The results of the Joint Services Evaluation presented in
this report demonstrate that the HF Wire-Grid Lens Antenna, which
is circular in shape, tunctioned as a directive, wide-band seven-
beam receiving antenna.

Extensive airborne pattern measurements confirmed the
predicted beam-forming properties of the lens over its design band
cf 3 to 30 Mc .with degradation at the band extremities. Comparison
of the lens patterns with those of the_ FAA station rhombics shows
that they were comparable between 5 and 25 Mc. The measured
patterns are affected by the peculiarities of the terrain at the Molokai

F- site and introduce a measure of uncertainty in the evaluation.

The error-count measurements of the lens receiving sys-
- tern and station rhombic receiving systems are comparable within a

* factor of 1. 3 to 1 favoring the rhombics. The FAA error-count
meazuring technique when used with operational messages received
from San Francisco, California, in the 5 to 24 Mc band resulted in
a binary error rate ratio of 1. 2 to I for the rhombics to lens. The
NRL error-count technique when receiving test messages from Wood-
bridge, Virginia, in the 8 to 20 Mc band resulted in a median charac-
ter error ratio of 1.3 to I for the rhombics to lens. These measure-
ments are also bubject to peculiarities of terrain and system instal-
lation and must be viewed accordingly.

For the conditions prevailing a. the Molokai site and test
instrumentation, the signal measurements showed the station rhom-
bic antennas to have a nominal 10-db adantage in power gain over
the lens antenna. The signal-to-noise ratio calculations showed the
rhombics to havs a 2 to 3 db advantage over the lens.

The HF Wire-Grid Lens Antenna as tested can provide
satisfactory point-to-point data communications in the 5 to 24 Mc
band as determined by error-count corrparison with FAA station
nested rhombics.

-
I.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the HF Wire-Grid Lens Antenna
which was retrofitted, as described in Appendix C, with two op-
timized feeds in the Fall of 1965, be retrofitted with five addi-
tional optimized feeds and an appropriate evaluation be performed.
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APPENDIX A

An Analysis of the Error Counting System Developed by the FAA
for Testing the Molokai Wire-Grid Lens Antenna

The error counting system devised by K. H. Quin of the
FAA Pacific Region and described in Section 8 is intended to compare
the errors received on the test channel of the Wire-Grid Lens operating
in simplex with the error count received on a rhombic antenna operating
in simplex on the same circuit. One standard of comparison used for
both test antennas is a dual diversity rhombic antenna system. Because
the test rhombic is one element of the diversity pair, this test method
gives rise to a certain bias in favor of the rhombic. The reason for
this bias is that the test rhombic, being also a part of the diversity
comparison "standard, " is at times being compared with itself and will
register no errors even though errors actually occur. The other stan-

dard of comparison used for both test a-itennas is a dual diversity sys-
tem composed of one rhombic and the lens. This system gives rise to
a bias in favor of the lens, since the lens being part of the diversity
standard is at times being compared with itself.

The purpose of this Appendix is to analyze these systems
quantitatively by means of probability theory to ascertain the amount
of bias thus introduced in each case.

Figure A-la shows a simplified block diagram of the system

arrangement using a dual diversity rhombic antenna system when the
"errors" transmitted by the lens, designated as Antenna C, are being
counted. Figure A-lb shows the arrangement when "errors" are being
counted for the test rhombic, which is designated as Antenna B. An
"error, "as registered by the system, is a failure of coincidence on
a binary bit basis, of the demodulated signals obtained from the diversity
system and from the particular simplex system being tested. The signal
from the diversity system is always assumed to be correct, even though
the diversity output may, in fact, be wrong and the simplex output actually
correct. Such a situation will occur a finite--though smal.- -percentage
of the time.

Figure A-Z shows the system when the lens and a rhombic are

used for the diversity standard. As in the previous case, Antennas A
and B care the diversity standard, while Antenna C is the isolated
test antenna. Figure A-Za shows the system arrangement when the
"errors" transmitted by the test rhombic (Antenna C) are being counted

while Fig. A-Zb shows the system arrangement when the "errors"
transmitted by the lens (Antenna B) are being counted.
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The diversity comparator (Tele-Signal Corporation Model 1
is a decision making device which selects whichever one ri the diver
elements is receiving the stronger signal. To analyze the operation
tais system it is therefore possible to define the following quantities:

Define:

a, Z probability that error occurs in A while .k ccntrols

az x probability that erroA" occurs in A while B controls

b • probability that error cccurs in B while B controli

b u probability that error occurs in B while A control-

c probability that error occurs in C

CL probability that A controls system

p probability that B controls system

e b probability of "error" being registered for Antenn

e .. probability of "error'being regisiered for AntennaC

In the foregoing, error (without quotation marks) means a
error; 'brror" (with quotation marks) means an indicated error. A
pointed out previously, "errors" will be indicated in a small percent
of instances due to an error in the cormparison "standard" (the diver
system) rather than the antenna under test. e , as defined, will con
therefore, of a sum of two terms. The first tern (call e % will becl°
to an error in Antenna C when the diversity system is correct. The
second term (call e ) arities as the result of errors in the diversity
system while the Anenna C is ictually correct.

In terms of the quantities previously defiaed, e cl can be 91
mathematically as

ecl w [ ((-a,) a + (l-b 1 )p] . c . (A.

As will be evident upon consideration, the term in square brackets i
the probability that no error is transmitted by the diversity system.

Similarly, ecz can be stated mathematically as

ec 2  (l-c)(aIa + b]p • (A-
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The term in parentheses is th, probability that no error occurs in
Antenna C while the term ini bra-.kets is tne probability t-aat an 6r-or

does occur in the diversity system. Thus, the total probabiJity that
MAI "error" will be registered for Antenna C as

a, a C +e [(1a ) a(l b+)( ] b c +(I-c)[Ia + . (A -3)
- ci c2

Pi.,t of the seconu term can be absoibed irt the first, 4,'nplifying the
exp.re ssicn slightly,

e L [(I.2al) a + (1.131 1] c + [a1 a +b PJ. (A-4)

For "err'-rs" registered 5y Anteaina B, similar arguments can be
applied. Thus,

z bb r: ebl + e 0 where (A-5)

as with Antenna C ebl is a term giving the probability of "errors"
being registered for Antenna B due to actual errors in Antenna B
and correct signal in the comparison "standard" while ebg is the
probability of "errors" being registered when Antenna B is correct
-while the "standard" is in error. In terms of the probabilities
previously defined,

ebl (G-alI a" b2

(A-6)

eb2 a ala (l1'b 2 )

It will be observed that the preceding expressionb contain no
terms with the factor P . It will be recalled that this factor is a
measure of the proportion of time that Antenna B controls the system
and that, by definition, no error will be registered during that time

since Antenna B is boting compared with itself. Thus,

eb a (Ia 1 ) a b 2 + ala(l-b 2 )
(A-7)

SaC[(aI +b )2 2aIb2] •

The expressions for ec and Ob are too complicated to learn

much from in their present form; however, they can be simplified by

making certain assumptions about the diversity system. In the tests

the diversity combiner was always adjusted so that Antennas A and

B each controlled the system half the time. Therefore,
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C. -. (A-8)

To permit analysis of situations where Antennas A and B are differer
as in the setup in Fig. A-2, the ratio oi bI to a1 can be formed yielding

- = . (A-9)al r
Then,

e [ l-bI(l+.) c+-- (1+-)

e[b -bb1 (A-10

e xi1/2 _ +b 2
b LM bz2 M

Now recognize that b (the total error probability for Antenna B) is
given by

b = pb 1 + ahb 2 a 1/2 (b1 + b2 ). (A-l1

The ratio of error probability when Antenna B does not control the
diversity system to the error probability when it does is

b 2

bI

which is defined to be
b 2 -(A -12)

bI

Then, by manipulat~on,

b 2b
1 - --+n

b Znb 
(A- 1.5'

2 1-+n

Substituting Eq..4A-13) in Eq. (A-10),

- 2 [I (+ ;-]. c + b -;; (+A) (A -14)
ec n "+--- •
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b nb 4nb2

b m(l +n) I +n (1 +n)z

The probabilities b and c are on the order of 10-3 or less so that
no significant error is made in neglecting terms b2 and bc. When these
terms are neglected it is found that

b 1e c + 01+-c (l+n) m

e b 1 + mn (A-15)eb I [ +n

First, it is instructive to consider the case when two rhombics are used
as a diversity standard as in Fig. A-1. Then it is reasonable to let
a b so that m = 1. In this case, Eq. (A-15) becomes

"e(L) z c(L) + Zb(R) (Lens)c Il+n

(A-16)
"eb(R) a b(R) (Rhombic),

where parentheses enclosing either L or R have been used to indicate
which probabilities refer to the lens, (L), and rhombic, (R). Thus, in
this instance, the measured probability of error e b(R) for the rhombic
(Antenna B) is the same as its true probability of error b(R), for the
rhombic. On the other hand, the measured probability of error e c(LI
for the lens (Antenna C) is greater than the true probability of error
c(L), for the lens by the term Zb(R)/ I + n.

Next, the setup in Fig. A-Z will be considered when the lens
and a rhombic are used as the diversity pair. Here it is reasonable
to assume that the ratio, m, (the probability b (L) that an error occurs
in Antenna B (lens), when B controls the system, to the probability
aI(R) that an error occurs in Antenna A (rhombic), when A controls
the system), is equal to

c(R)

(the ratio of the probability b(L) of an error being received on the lens
to the probability c(R) of an error being received on the rhombic). Thus,
we have approximately,

b(L) bF(L) m(A-17)
c(R) aI(R)'
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Substituting Eq. (A-17) into Eq. (A-15) yields, V

ec(R) = c(R)+• - (14 1r 1 c(R) [I1 + (Rhombic)
(A-18)

eb(L) - b(L) 1r+ 1
b 1L +n I (Lens),

where the tacit assumption is made that

b2

is the same in the setups shown in Figs. A-1 and A-2. Inspection of

Eq. (A-18) shows that the measured probability of error on both the

lens, e (L), and the rhombic, e (R), is greater than the true error

probabilities b(L) and c(R) for the lens and rhombic respectively.

Furthermore, in contradistinction to the results obtained using the

measuring setup in Fig. A-i, the measuring setup in Fig. A-Z intro-

duces a bias in favor of the lens since

ec(R) eb(L)

c(R)---T

To compensate for the opposite biases obtained in the two measuring

setups, binary error data were recorded for both of them. To see how

this works quantitatively, let the total number of binary bits received

on the setup in Fig. A-i be 2N 1 , and the total number of binary bits

received on the setup in Fig. A-Z be 2N . Then using Eqs. (A-16)

and (A-18), the total number of errors i(L) recorded for the lens is

E(L) a N l [(LI+ IbJR) +N, . b(L) (- +n (A-19)

while the total number of errors E(R) recorded for the rhombic is

E(R) a N -b(R)+N • c((R) I+ + m (A-2O)

Now define p(L) as the true probability of an error being received on

the lens and p(R) as the true probability of an error being received on

the rhombic. Then,

p(L) a c(L) a b(L)

and (A-2l)
p(R) a c(R) = b(R)
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Using Eq. (A-21), and remembering from Eq. (A-17) that p(L)/p(R) = m,
Eqs. (A-19) and (A-20) become respectively,

E(L) a p(L) [N1  2 + 1zn) +Nz (l+mn) (A-22)

E(R) = p(R) [N 1 +N(2 + + )] +n

It is instructive to make some reasonable assumptions about the values
Sý the quantities in Eq. (A-Z2) to get a feeling for the measured errors,
E(L) and E(R). First, it will be assumed that the lens and the rhombic
have the same error rate so that p(L)/p(R) i m = 1. Then,

E(L) i p(R) [N 1 +j + N 11 +n ?I(A-23)

E(R) x p(R) N 1 + N? +-'-)

which shows that the measured errors for the two antennas will be the
same if the number Q samples taken on the two setups are the same
(i. e. N N x ) Furthermore, if the diversity system were

1 'perfect and received no errors so that n - o, the measured errors
would be identical with the actual received errors, (p(R) N). If n is
a reasonably large number ( i. e. 5-10), it is seen that the measured
errors are only slightly greater (17 percent to 9 percent) than the actual
received errors. In the more general case, where N A N , the value
of m can be determined from Eq. (A-22) in terms oilthe measured
•..atio "R" defined as,

"R" - E (A-24)

for various values of n.

Forming the ratio of the Eq. (A-22) and rearranging, it is found that

-+ I - "IR"I"" 1RN (2-"R") - 2"R"-m * + ... .. . + + -"R " -- 0n N 2 n Nn

(A-25)
The value of m which satisfies Eq. (A-25) is
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APPENDIX B

Measured Radiation Patterns

B. I General

This Appendix presents all of the pattern data recorded during
the Joint Services Evaluation. A majority of the pattern information is
presented in the form of the previously described contour plots, because
they contain a great deal of information in a compact form. This form
of presentation is not widely understood and therefore a considerable
number of patterns are plotted in the more familiar polar form. The
patterns have been divided by frequency into two main groups. Thus,
all the in-band patterns obtained for each of the test antennas in the
3 to 30 Mc design band of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna appear in one
group, while all the out-of-band patterns obtained for each of the test
antennas outside the 3 to 30 Mc design band appear in another group.
The patterns comprising the in-band group are divided into four sub-
groups. The first subgroup contains all the principal polarization
contour plots of each of the antennas. The second subgroup contains
all cross-polarized contour plots of each of the antennas. The third
subgroup contains all of the principal polarization polar patterns,
while the fourth contains all of the cross-polarized polar patterns.

The same division into subgroups is maintained for the out-
of-band patterns except that there are only two subgroups since fewer
out-of-band patterns were recorded. The first subgroup contains all
the principal polarization contour plots of each antenna, while the
second subgroup contains all the principal polarization polar plots of
each antenna.

In the case of the directive antennas, the azimuth coordinates
have been oriented so that zero degrees corresponds to the nominal
pointing direction of the antenna. Thus, deviations of the symmetry
ax( , of the antenna patterns from zero degrees are a measure of the
assymetries of the antenna or of site perturbations. The double-dipole
antennr. was always oriented to point toward Anchorage. In the case
of the omniazimuthal antennas, zero degrees corresponds to true North.

All the descriptive material about the various patterns appears
in the following sections before the patterns are presented. This for-
mat has been adopted sotat the descriptive material will not become
"lost" amongst the patterns.
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B. 2 In-Band Patterns (All patterns recorded in the 3 to 30 Mc
frequency band)

B. 2. 1 Principal Polarization Contour Plots of In-Band Patterns

The majority of the recorded contour patterns are principal

polarization patterns covering the 3 to 30 Mc design band of the Wire-

Grid Lens Antenna. In each of these contour plots, the highest ampli-
tude recorded is 0 db. Its position is not showr explicitly, however,
it can be inferred from the other contours. Faliiag within this cate-

gory are the vertically polarized (E ) contour patterns of: the An-

chorage feed, the Sydney feed, the Nandi-Canton feed, the San Frau,

cisco feed, the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna excited at its center as an
omniazimuthal biconical antenna, the NRL monopole and the double-
dipole reference antenna oriented to receive vertically polarized sig-
nals. Also falling within this category are the horizontally polariz-

(E ) contour patterns of: the San Francisco rhornbics 4A, 4B, and
as well as the double-dipole reference antenna oriented to re-

ceive horizontally polarized signals.

Inspection of the principally polarized lens contour patterns
reveals that each of the lens feeds produced quite similar far field

patterns. At the high frequency end of the band, where the dimensioih.-

of the lens are large in terms of wavelength, the patterns tre narrow-

est and the minor lobe level is quite low. As frequency decreases

the width cd the main beam increases somewhat and the minor lobe

level rises, although it iet still acceptably low for use as a communica-

tions receiving antenna. The measured beamwidths and minor lobe
patterns are presented in Sec. 6. A summary comparison of the
calculated and measured lens performance is also shown in Figs.
6. 20 through 6. 22.

An indication of the severity of the site effects described

in Sec. 4 which affect the lens patterns can be obtained from an
inspection of the patterns of the reference antennas: the NRL mono-

pole, the Gain Standard Double Dipole and the lens excited as an

omniazimuthal biconical antenna. The NRL monopole was mounted
in a relatively isolated location near the crest of a hill as can be
seen by reference to Fig. 4. 1. Its patterns shown in Figs. B. 45 to
B. 51 should theoretically be independent of azimuth. At frequencies
of 9. 1, 15. 3, 25. 3 and 30. 0 Mc, the patterns generally conform

to this ideal, while at frequencies of 4. 1, 5.6 and 21.5 Mc, they

deviate from it.
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The patterns of the do ible -dipole antenna should vary approxi-
mately as the cosine squared of the azimuth angle when it is oriented
to receive vertically polarized Ee signals and as the cosine of the
azimuth angle when it is oriented to receive horizontally polarized E'O
signals. The measured E0 patterns are shown in Figs. B. 62 to B. 68,
while the measured E• patterns are shown in Figs. B. 69 to B. 74. A
comparison between the E0 and Eý patterns reveals that EO patterns
conform quite closely to the ideal at all frequencies, while the EO
patterns conform most closely at frequencies of 21. 5, 25. 3 and 30. 0 Mc.
The EO pattern distortions observed at the lower frequencies (which
in several cases were unfortunately measured over a limited range of
elevation angles) were probably caused by the presence of the. nearby
vertically polarized Wire-.Grid Lens Antenna.

The patterns of the lens excited as a Biconical Antenna,
which are shown in Figs. B. 37 to B. 44, should ideally be independent
of azimuth angle. Inspection of the patterns shows tbat, in general,
they are not independent of azimuth although the pattern at 15. 3 Mc
appears to conform reasonably closely with theoretical expectations.
Most of these pattern perturbations observed are due to the pre-
viously mentioned site effects.

The horizontally polarized pa~tterns of the rhombic antennas
are comparable to the vertically polarized patterns of the lens over
the 5 to 25 Mc band. However, it is to be observed that three rhom-
bics, 4A, 4B, and 4C, are required to cover the 3 to 30 Mc frequency
band covered by the lens. One particularly significant difference be-
tween the lens and rhombic patterns is the fact that the main beam of
the lens is in general considerably broader in elevation making it
receptive to a much greater range of arrival angles for incident sky-
waves (see Figs. 6. 22 and 6. 23). This characteristic, however, is
generally not a design requirement for antennas used primarily for
HF point-to-point communications. The high back lobe of Rhombic
4A at 5. 6 Mc could result from several causes, i. e. , site effects,
unbalanced two-wire transmission lines, etc.

These rhombic patterns were recorded using the operational
FAA two-wire transmission lines to connect the rhombics to the re-
ceiver. Subsequent measurements indicated that these two-wire lines
had higher attenuation than is customarily experienced because of
faulty support insulators. Therefore, the two-wire tranasmission lines
of Rhombics 4B and 4C were replaced with 3/4 inch coaxial line and
suitable baluns for the error-count measurements described in Sec. 8.
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B. 2. 2 Cross Polarization Contour Plots of In-tBand Patterns

A number of cross polarized contour plots were recorded for
the Anchorage and San Francisco feeds of the lens in order to evaluate

the significance of the cross polarization. In each of these plots the
highest signal recorded is 0 db, although its position is not recorded
and must be inferred from the contours. Usually the cross polarized
pattern has two peaks, one on either side of the main beam at angular
positions separated approximately by the 3.db width of the principally
polarized main beam. However, in a number of instances site effects
perturb the patterns so this pattern shape is not observed. The bighes,
level of cross polarization measured with respect to the highest level
of principal polarization is also shown in each plot. These levels were
obtained as the ratio of the maximum signals received on the lens when
the Xeledop transmitter was radiating vertically polarized and hori-
zontally polarized signals which are believed to be nearly equal. The
fact that cross polarized levels are different, particularly at the high
frequency end of the band, is another manifestation of the sensitivity of
the cross polarized patterns, to site effects. Since data on cross-
polarization measurements were not reduced fo - the station rhornbics,

comparative data of the lens versus rhombics for cross-polarization
has not been presented.

B. 2. 3 Principal Polarization In-Band Polar Plots

A number of principal polarization polar plots of the various
antenna patterns have been prepared from the computer generated con.-
tour plots. These patterns were also generated and plotted by the com-
puter. The computer plot program used draws straight lines oetween
the measured points obtained from the contour plots, thus causing the
patterns to have an angular shape rather than the true rounded shape.

In order to facilitate viewing, all the principal polarization
patterns at any one frequency (obtained from a single contour plot) are
shown on a single page. In general, six patterns appear on each page.
The pattern in the upper left is the conical azimuth cut through the
peak of the main beam, while the pattern at th3 upper right is the
elevation pattern taken through the peak of the main beam. The middle
row of two patterns consists of conical azimuth cuts taken at elevation
angles corresponding to the upper and lower elevation 3.db points of

the main beam. The bottom row of two patterns consists of conical
cuts taken at elevation angles of 5 and 40 degrees. In several cases,
there axe some deviations from this format. These deviations usually

occur either (I) because the patterns at elevation angles of 5 and 40
degrees are coincident with those through the peak of the main beam
or the upper and lower 3-db point patterns, or (2) because data were
not measured over a sufficient range of elevation angles to generate
all six patterns.
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The vertically polarized patterns of the Anchorage feed, the
Sydney feed and the San Francisco feed are quite similar. The small
deviations between them are caused by the previously mentioned site
effects. The horizontally polarized patterns of Rhombics 4A, 4B and
4C which together cover the 3 to 30 Mc band for the regular FAA San
Francisco circuit are also similar to one another and to the vertically
polarized patterns of the lens.

B. 2. 4 Horizontal Polarization In-Band P, lar Patterns for the Lens

Horizontal polarization in-band po:.ar plots were prepared for
both the Anchorage and San Francisco lens feeds. The maximum of
the horizontally polarized radiation typically occurs in two peaks
symmetrically located with respect to the main beam as can be
observed in several instances. Detailed correlation between the
horizontally polarized radiation patterns of the two feeds is not as
good as in the case of the vertically polarized patterns because of
the previously mentioned increased sensitivity of these patterns to
site effects.

B. 3 Out-of *Band Patterns (All patterns recorded at frequencies
outside the 3 to 30 Mc design band)

A number of patterns were recorded for the lens at out-of-
band frequencies in order to obtain a measure of its maximum band-
widtl. It is well known from theoretical considerations that the low.
frequency limit of operation of the lens occurs (1) when its diameter
measured in terms of wavelength becomes so small that significant
lens focusing action cannot occur, and (2) when the horn height, also
measured in terms of wavelength, becomes so small that it is no
longer well matched to space. The highfrequency limit occurs when
the size (in this case five feet) of the square mesh comprising the 'ens
becomes greater than about 1/6 wavelength. Thus, theoretically, the
lowest frequency of operation of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna can be
extended by increasing its ize, while its high-frequency limit can be
extended by decreasing the mesh size in the lens. This latter effect
has been demonstrated on I ie one-half scale lens built for RADC which
has a two and oneahalf foot square mesh and operates up to a frequency
of at least 50 Mc.

B. 3. 1 Principal Polarization Out-of-Band Contour Plots

Principal polarization out-of-band contour plots were measured
for the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna on the Anchorage feed, the Nandi-Canton
feed, the Sydney feed and the San Francisco feed at frequencies of 2. 25
and 2.6 Mc. Inspection of these patterns shows that at 2. 25 Mc and 2.6

Mc, no beam-forming action occurs. Hence, it may be concluded that
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eignificant beam-formiug action cannot be obtained for a Wire-Grid Lent
Antenna having the dimensions of the one at MolokAi at frequencies below
SMc.

Contour plots were also recorded at 2. 6 Mc for the lens excited
as an ornniazimuthal biconical antenna as well as for the NRL monopole.
Both these antennas are seen to havre omniazimuthal patterns distorted
quite significantly by the site perturbations, as were the inwband pattern,
described in Sec. B. 2. 1.

One principal polarization contour plot was recorded at 35 Mc
for the San Francisco feed of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna. Inspection
of this plot indicates that a good pattern was obtained having a well
formed main beam and low minor lobes. Since the mesh size of the
lens at 35 Mc is 0. 18 wavelength, it may be concluded that satisfactory
operation of the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna can be obtained at frequencies
where the mesh size is at least this large in terms of wavelength.

B. 3. 2 Principal Polarization Out-of-Band Polar Plots

In addition to the previously described low-frequency contour
plot measurements at 2. 25 and 2. 6 Mc, polar plot measurements
were also made at 2. 0 Mc on the Anchorage feed, Nandi--Canton feed
and Sydney feed. Inspection ,f these patterns reveals, as expected,
that no beamwforming action occurs at 2 Mc.
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Fig. B. 38 Lens Excited as Biconical Antenna at 5. 6 Mc, E6
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Fib. B. 39 Lens Excited as Biconical Antenna at 9. 1 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 41 Lens Excited as Biconical Antenna at 15. 3 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 45 NR L Monopole at 4. 1 Mc, E E
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Fig B. 46 NRL Monopole at 5. 6 Mc, Ee
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Fig. B. 47 NRL Monopole at 9. 1 Mc, E e
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Fig. B. 48 NRL Monopole at 15 3 Mc, E6
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Fig. B. 49 NRL Monopole at 21. 5 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 50 NR L Monopole at 25. 3 Mc, E 0
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Fig. B. 51 NRL Monopole at 30. 0 Mc, Ee0
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Fig. B. 5 3 Rhombic 4A at 5. 6 Mc, E.
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Fig. B. 54 Rhombic 4B at 5. 6 Mc,E
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Fig.B. 5 Rhobic B at15.3Mc4
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Fig. B. 57 Rhombic 4C at 9. 1 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 58 Rhombic 4C at15. 3Mc, E
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Fig. B. 69 Douible -Dipole Array at S. 6 McD E
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Fig. B. 70 Double-Dipole Array at 9. 1 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 71 Douable-Dipole Array at IS. 3 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 73 Douible-Dipole Array at 25. 3 Mc,E
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Fig. B. 75 Anchorage Food at 3. 0 Mc, EK

(E* peak 15 db below E. peak)
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Fig. B. 76 Anchorage Feed at 4. 1 Mc, E~

(E* peak 9 db below Ee peak)
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Fig. B. 77 Anchorage Feed at 5.6 Mc, E4

(E* peak S.5 db below E. peak)
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Fig. B. 78 Anchorage Feed at 9. 1 Mc, E

(EO peak 11. 5 db below E. peak)
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Fig. B. 79 Anchorage Feed at 15. 3 Mc, E.
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Fig. B. 83 San Francisco Feed at 1 Mc,E

(E# peak 10 db below E, peak)
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Fig. B. 84 San Francisco Feed at 5. 6 Mc, E4
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Fig. B. 85 San Francisco Feed at 9. 1 Mc, F

(E# peak 9 db below E9 peak)
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Fig. B. 87 San Francisco Feed at 2S. 3 Mc, E *

(E* peak 9 db below Eq peak)
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Fig. B. 89 NR L Monopole at 2 5. 3 Mc.

(E* peak 18 db below E. peak)
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Fig. B. 105 Rhombic 4A at 4. 1 Mc, E
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Fig. 3. 12? San Francisco Feed at 2.6 McE
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3 APPENDIX C

5 Optimized Feeds

5 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This appendix describes the development and testing of
optimized feeds for the Wires-Grid HF Lens Antenna at the FAA

International Flight Service Receiver Station at Molokai, Hawaii.
Utilization of these optimized feeds in the lens greatly increases
its gain as well as reducing the theoretical azimuth pattern side

lobes, particularly at the lowufrsquency end of the HF band. During
the course of this program the originally installed Samoa and Nandi-
Canton feeds used during the Joint Services Evaluation described in

the body of this report were replaced with optimized reeds. Measure-
ments made on those optimized feeds confirmed their predicted high
efficiency of approximately 50 percent. The calculated efficiency of

the optimized feeds is greater than that of the originally installed

seeds by approximately 10 db at the low.frequency end of the band
fl ald 8 db at the high-irequency end of the band. Using a ground-based

trsaamtite the measured power gain increase of the lens using the
opltmized foods was approximately 7 db at the low.frequency end of

flthe band and approximately 4 db at the upper end of the band. Measured
gain imnoreases more closely approximating the feed efficiency increases
woeld be expected if the groundebased transmitter were replaced with

fl an airborne transmitter located at the elevation angles corresponding

U to the peak of the lens elevation patterns.

This appendix is a condensation of the Final Report, "Optimized Feeds

for the Wire-Grid Lens HF Antenna at the FAA Receiver Station, Molokai,

SHawaiiby F. B. Harris, Jr., R. L. Tanner, and E. M. T. Jones,

Contract No. ARDS-598, Modification 14, Project 232-001-02C
(formerly I13*23mlD), December 1965 (see Reference 5)
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C.lI Design

B The optimized feeds developed for the Molokai Wire-Grid Lens
Antenna were designed using the theoretical analyses developed on a
number of theoretical contracts. 7# 8, 9 In this design. mutual coupling
effects amongst all parts of a feed pair are fully accounted for. Exten-
sive use was made of the experience gained in designing optimum feeds
for the RADC Wire-Grid Lens Antenna which are described in Reference
6. The end-fire array which proved optimum for the feeds in each of
these antennas is the two-hop ramp illusirated in Fig. C. 1. In the
Molokai antenna, two of these and-fire arrays are connected in parallel
to form a single feed as illustrated in Fig. 5. 1.

As is shown in the figure, the upward directed ramp starts at
the outer perimeter of th. lens on the lower grid and terminates at a
phase reversing transformer located 25 feet in from the edge of the lens
on the upper grid. The downward directed portion of the ramp inboard

from the phase reversing transformer terminates in the network shown
which is located 75 feet in from the edge of th. lens on the lower grid.

( Each ramp segment is composed of two wires whose centersto-center
U spacing is adjusted to maintain a characteristic impedance of 210 ohms.

No capacitive loading is used along the ramps so that waves travel
along them at nearly free space velocity. However. because they make

1. an appreciable sAgle with respect to the grids the velocity of the wave

on the ramps when projected on the midplan. between the grids is nearly
f equal to the velocity of a wave propagating between the grids of the lens.

The purpose of the phase reversing transformer is easily under-
j• stood when it is remembered that it is only the vertical component of

current flowing in the ramps which couples to the vertical electri c field
of the wave proragating between the grids. Inspection of the figure shows
that the phase reversing transformer makes the vertical component of
the inward traveling current on the ramp outboard from the transformer
in phase with the vertical component of the inward traveling current on

the ramp inboard from the transformer. Thus# both ramp segments
couple inuphase to the fields in the lens and coupling efficiencies on the

order of 50 percent over the 3 to 30 Mc band are obtained as is shown in

SSec. C, . 1.

The terminating network at the inboard end of each ramp is a high
pass filter. At the upper end of the frequency band the terminating resistance
in the filter matches quite closely the characteristic impedance of the ramp
so that only an inward traveling current exists on the food. However, at the

low~requency end of the band the termination presents an appreciable mis-
match to the ramp so that besides the inward traveling current on the ramp
there is also a strong outward traveling current. The terminating network

g c-3
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i designed so that this outward traveling current radiates a field with] ] Ithe proper magnitude and phase to reduce the amplitude of the minor
lobes of the radiation pattern generated by the inward traveling ramp
current. At the upper end of the band the inward traveling current
on the ramp generates radiation patterns with acceptably low minor
lobes so that no outward traveling current wave on the ramp is required

F The elements used in the terminating network were chose, by
L the computer to optimize the antenna gain over the 3 to 30 Mc band. This

was done by assigning initial values to the network elements and having
the computer calculate the antenna gain at a series of frequencies across
the band. Then the computer varied one of the elements in the network
and again computed the antenna gain at the same test frequencies. I'
the gain averaged over the band were higher, it would continue to vary
the element's value in the same direction until a maximum gain was
achieved. If the gain were initially lower, it would change the element1 ] Fvalue in the opposite direction and proceed again until maximum gain
was achieved. After the first element was optimized, each element
would be optimized in turn and then the process iterated until the optimum
value of each element was determined to achieve maximum gain averaged
over the band.

The theoretical radiation patterns of the lens using these optimized
j feeds are illustrated in Fig. C. 2. Inspection of these patterns shows that

they have appreciably lower minor lobes than the corresponding lens
patterns using the original feeds shown in Fig. 5.5, particularly at the
low.lrequency end of the band. Because the measured minor lobe level
of the originally installed feeds agreed quite closely with theoretical pre-
dictions, as shown in ig. 6. 21, it is expected that the theoretically
predicted low minor lobe level ad the optimized feeds would be realized

if new airborne pattern measurements were made on the lens.

C. 2 Measured Performance

[Il Two optimized feeds were installed in the Molokai Wire-Grid
Lens to replace the original Nandi-Canton and Samoa foods. A number
of measurements were made before and after the installation to determine
the improvement in lens performance obtained with the now feeds. All of
those measurements wore directed towards verifying the theoretically
predicted improved efficiency of the new foods as well as their impedance

U properties. No pattern measurements were made because of the experience
during the initial evaluation of the lons described in Reference I when it
was found that ground-based pattern measurements tended to yield

U irregular shaped patterns.
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C. 2.1 Absolute Feed Efficiency

One of the most accurate measurements made on the new feeds

P J was of their absolute efficiency. The efficiency was determined by
measuring the input impedance of both the Samoa and Nandi-Canton

feeds at a number of frequencies with three different terminationa.
One termination used was the normal feed termination, anotherconsisted of a short circuit placed across the terminating networks,
while the third consisted of an open circuit obtained by removing the

termination from the inboard end of each ramp. Let n. be the fraction

of the available input power that is radiated by the feed and let rd be
the fraction of the available input power that is dissipated in the core loss
of the phase reversing transformer. Then it can be shown that 1 - ('d + 1)r

j the fraction of the available input power dissipated in the terminating
resistance, is given by

R (Z.°Z(

1 Rt zin 5 0 z inlr1 -( + -Id) x gt (Zin M Z) Zin

in a t

where

Z t input impedance of the terminating network,S~t

R t input resistance of the terminating network,

Ri feed input resistance when terminated with
Rin the normal terminating network,

z a feed input impedance when terminated with
Zin the normal terminating network,

Z aZfeed input impedance when the inboard end
of the ramp is shorted,

Z 0 feed input impedance when the inboard end
of the ramp is open circuited.

L Fi gure C. 3 shows a comparison of the calculated bnd measured radiation

efficiency Nr of the new feeds. The measured value of qr was obtained

(1 from the measured value of il by subtracting the theoretical fracticial

power loss •i in the phase reversing transformer which varied from 4 to

13.6 percent over the frequency band. The comparison between theory

and experiment is very close and the Samoa and Nandi-Ganton feedsU have essentially the same measured efficiency. Furthermore, the
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efficiency of the optimized feeds is gratifyingly high and is, on the
average, about 8 to 10 db higher than that of the original feeds whose
thecretical efficiency is also plotted in the figure for comparison.

C. 2. 2 Feed Response to the Zero Order Mode

Another indication of feed performance was obtained by com-
paring the signals received at the original and optimized Samoa and
Nandi-Canton feeds when a signal was injected in the lens center.
Injecting a signal in the lens center excites an outward traveling zero
order mode in the lens which has an amplitude that is independent of
azimuth. The signal received at the terminals of each feed is the
phasor addition of the zero order mode signal incident on the feed and
the scattered signals from each of the other feeds in the lens. When
the feeds are non-uniformly spaced in azimuth, as is the case at Molokai,
it is to be expected that tne scattered signals arriving at each feed will
be different and hence the signals received at the terminals of otherwise
identical feeds will be somewhat different.

Figure C. 4 shows the result of this experiment during which
the amplitude of the signal injected in the lens center was held cor tant.

* The curves labeled Samoa and Nandi-Canton represent the ratio of the
power received at a 70-ohm matched detector at the respcctive feed
terminals with the optimized and orivinal feeds in place. The curves

* •labeled Sydney, Wake, Tokyo and San Francisco represent the ratio
of th* signals received at these feeds when the optimized Samoa and
Nandi-Canton feeds are in place, to the signals received at these feeds
when the original Samoa and Nandi-Canton feeds are in place. The
ratio of the signals received at these unchanged feeds differs from
unity (0 db) beraus the optimized feeds scatsrt to the unchanged feeds
a different amount )f the zero order mode signal incident upon 'hem than
do the original feew i.

The incre-se in signal received at the optimized Samoa and
Nandi-Canton feeds is seen to average about 9 db at the low end of the
band, decreasing to about 5. 5 db at the high end of the band.

The oscillatory behavior of these curves is caused by several
factors. One factor is the difference in the scattered signals arriving
at the optimized and original feeds. Another is the different input
impedances of the two feeds which causes the power delivered to the
matched detector to differ from the available power by a maximum of
1 db. StiUl a third &s the oscillatory difference in the efficiencies of

the feeds illustrated in the theoretical curves of Fig. C. 3. Despite
these perturbations, the curves in Fig. C. 4 clearly demonstrate the[1 improved sensitivity of the optimized feeds.
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C. 2. 3 Measuree Gain Increase of Outimized Feeds

The increase in gain of the Wire-Grid Lens HF Antenna utilizing
the optimized feeds was determined directly by comparing the signals
received at the Samoa and Nandi-Canton feed terminals with the optimized
feeds in place with those received vith .he originally installed feeds in
place. The signal source used for these measurements was a ground-
based transmitter located in the far-zone of the lens, and placed jucces-
sively at the Samoa and Nandi-Cantor. bearings.

To obtain the most accurate values of gain increase for the
optimized feeds it would be necessary not or.iy to locate the transmitter
at the beam peak in azimuth but also at the bewm peak ir elevation which
occurs at elevation angles shown in Fig. C. 2. To locate the test trans-
mitter in this range of elevation angles would requirc an airplane which
was not available for these tests. Nevertheless, ir is believed that the
relativ2 values of gain increase measured using tLe ground-based trans-
mitter are a reasonable approximation to the values which would be obtained
using an airborne transmitter.

For the tests on the Nandi-Canton feed, the ground-based trans-
mitter was located at the bearing of Nandi-Canton on top of a 1, 2000nfoot
ridge which commanded a clear view of the lens at a range of 4. 7 miles.
At this location. the elevation angle of the transmitter is about 1. 9 degrees
with respect to the lens which is at a 400-foot elevation. It was not possible
to locate the transmitter at as high an elevation for the tests on the Samoa
feed because of the irregular terrain along the bearing of this feed. The
site chosen for the transmitter was atop a hill called Puu o Pipika which
has the same elevation as the tons and has a range of 2. 9 miles. At the
same time the signals received on the original and optimized Samoa and
Nandi-Canton feeds were recorded, the signal received on the omni-
directional feed at the tens center was recorded. Because the signal
received on the omnidirectional feed was essentially uninfluenced by the
presence of the original or optimized Samoa or Nandi-Canton feeds it
was used to normalise the signals received at these feeds.

The results of the measurements on the optimized and original
Samoa feeds are shown in Fig. C. 5. In each case the two curves were
obtained by plotting the decibel difference between the signals received
on the Samoa feeds and the omnidirectional feeds. The significant feature

Lj to observe from these curves is their difference which represents the
increase in gain of the lens using the optimized Samoa feeds rather than
the original feeds. It is seen that this gain increase is approximately
7 db at the low-frequency end of the band decreasing to a somewhat
lower value at the upper end of the band.
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* • The corresponding data for the Nandi-Canton feed is shown in
S * Fig. C. 6. Here it is observed that while the average difference between

the curves is approximately the same as for the Samoa feeds, somewhat
larger excursions of the signals as a function of frequency are obtained.

These krger excursions are probably associated with the more
serious diffraction effects which occur when the transmitter is located up
on the ridge than when it is located at the same elevation as the lens.

C. 2.4 Input Impedance of Optimized Feeds

The measured input impedance of the optimized Samoa and Nandi-
Canton feeds is shown xn Table C. 1 compared with the calculated values
of input impedance. In addition, the resulting values of VSWR on the+2
70-ohm coaxial cablc connected to the feeds are also tabulated. It is
seen that the input impedances of the two feeds are almost identical and
that the theoretical values compare very closely with the measured values.
Inspection of the data also shows that the maximum VSWR of 3.2 wculd be
considerably reduced if either the characteristic impedance of the cable
connected to the feeds were 50 ohms rather than 70 ohms or a transformer
were placed at each T-junction having a transformation ratio of 70/50.

C. 3 Areas in Which Installation of Optimized Feeds Would Mdify
Results of the Joint Servics Evalhi-tion

If the optimized feeds, described in this appendix, had been
installed in the Wire-Grid Lens Antenna during the Joint Services Evalua-
tion. their increased coupling efficiency would have modified the results
obtained in several respects. For example, Fig. 7. 2, which shows the '

ratio of median signal levels received on the lens and the rhombics both
at the antenna terminals and at the receiver terminals, would be replaced
by Fig. C. 7. These median signal levels are proportional to relative
power gain and were derived from Fig. 7.2 using the feed efficiency data
in Fig. C. 3. Figure C. 7(a) shows that the relative power gain of the lens
would be equal to that of the rhombics at 20 Mc, some vhat lower at lower
frequencies and somewhat higher at higher frequencies. When the loss in
the coaxial transmission lines connecting the lens and rhombics is included,
Fig. C. 7(b) shows that the signal at the lens receiver will be higher than
the signal at the rhombic receiver above 12 Mc because of the smaller
attenuation in the lens transmission lines.

Figure 7. 5, showing the calculated directive gain and power

gain of the lens equipped with the originally installed feeds, would be
replaced with Fig. C. 8 showing the same information for the lens
equipped with optimized feeds.
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E Table C. I

Input Impedance of Optimized Feeds

Samoa Feed Nandi-Canton Calculated

FMequency Measured Feed _ acu__ ted
Ohms VSWR Ohms VSWR Ohms VSWR

3 37 j52 3.15 37 -j54 3.2 39- j55 3.1
4 54 -j26 1.75 50 - j3Z 1.85 52 - j3O 1.8
5 64 - j38 1.75 58 - j34 1.75 78 - jZl 1.37
"6 41 - j39 2.4 42 - j39 2.3 60 - j53 Z.25

7 29 - j27 2.8 7 - j28 3.0
a 23-j 6.5 3.05 23-j 8.3 3.1 25-j22 3.2

10 40+j 6.7 1.8 40+j 6.5 1.8
12 31+ j 1 2.25 31 + jlO.5 2.3 36 - j 2.8 1.95
14 52+ j37 1.95 48+ j36 2.05
15 47 + j23 1.75
16 68 + j32 1.6 65 + j33 1.6
20 71 - J4.3 1.07 66 - j36 1.7 62 + j39 1.80
25 40 - J28 2.2 40 - j27 2.1 138 - jill 2.0
30 32+32.5 2.2 32+j 4 2.2 77-j 1.8 1.3
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CALCULATED AT ANTENNA TERMINALS
USING OPTIMIZED LENS FEEDS
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Fig. C. 7 Decibel Diference Between Median Signal Levels Received
on Rhonibics and on Lens (equipped with optimized feeds).
Positive values correspond to stronger rhombic signals,
negative values to stroAger lens signals. (Calculations

based on use of coaxial transmission lines to rhombics
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It is seen that the directive gain of the lens equipped with
the original feeds is easentially the same as that of the lens equipped
with the optimized feeds. Hovever, the power gain of the lens
equipped with the optimized feeds is about 10 db greater. If the lower
horn panel were extended ZOO feet in radius, as has been done in
another recent installation, it is expected that the lens gain using
either the original or optimized feeds would be increased by about
3 db. This increase in power gain occurs because waves which for-
merly were incident on the ground at Bewster's angk; just external
to the horn would now be reflected into the lens by the extended lower
horn panel.

The use of the optimized feeds should also modify somewhat
the results of the error-count tests described in Sec. 8 because their
improved efficiency increases its power gain of the lens. The princi-
pal effect of the increased power gain would be to reduce the noise
factor of the receiving system and thereby reduce the error rate ex-
perienced when copying traffic received during the transition periods
where the signal arriving at the antenna is low as was the case during
a portion of the NRL tests summarized in Figs. 8. 8 through 8. 13.

C. 4 Conclusions

The newly installed optimized feeds are superior in all
respects to the originally installed feeds in the Molokai Wire-Grid
Lene HF Antenna. The theoretical radiation patterns of the lens using
the optimized foeds have lower side lobes and greater directivity.
Therefore, it is expected that predicted low minor lobe level of the
optimized feeds would also be realized if the airborne pattern measure-
ments were repeated.

The measured efficiency of the optimized feeds, which is
approximately 50 per cent, compares very closely with the theoreti-
cally predicted values. In addition, the theoretir.al efficiency of the

optimized feeds is greater than that of the originally installed feeds
by approximately 10 db at the low-frequency end of the HF band and

in power gain of the lens using the optimized feeds is shown tc. be

greater than that obtained using the originally installed feeds b; approxi-
mately 7 db at the low-frequency end of the band, decreasing to about
4 db at the upper end of the band. These measurements were taken

with a ground-based transmitter located beneath the elevation peak of
the main beam. It is expected that similar relative gain measure-
ments taken with a transmitter located at the elevation angle corres-I. ponding to the elevation peak of the main beam would show the 10 db



3

P •to 8 db increase expected from tho relative feed efficiency cal-
culations, since the estimated aperture blocking caused by the
seven feeds within the lens is expected to be less than I db.
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